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Abstract. — We prove a general finiteness statement for the ordered abelian
group of tropical functions on skeleta in Berkovich analytifications of algebraic
varieties. Our approach consists in working in the framework of stable com-
pletions of algebraic varieties, a model-theoretic version of Berkovich analy-
tifications, for which we prove a similar result, of which the former one is a
consequence.
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1. Introduction

1.1. The general context: skeleta in Berkovich geometry. — Let F
be a complete non-archimedean field. Among the several frameworks available
for doing analytic geometry over F (Tate, Raynaud, Berkovich, Huber. . . ),
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Berkovich’s is the one that encapsulates in the most natural way the deep
links between non-archimedean and tropical (or polyhedral) geometry.

Indeed, every Berkovich spaceX over F contains plenty of natural “tropical”
subspaces, which are called skeleta. Roughly speaking, a skeleton of X is a
subset S of X on which the sheaf of functions of the form log|f | with f a section
of OˆX induces a piecewise linear structure; i.e., using such functions one can
equip S with a piecewise linear atlas, whose charts are modelled on (rational)
polyhedra and whose transition maps are piecewise affine (with rational linear
part).

This definition is rather abstract, but there are plenty of concrete examples
of skeleta. The prototype of such objects is the “standard skeleton” Sn of
pGn

mq
an, that consists of all Gauss norms with arbitrary real parameters; the

family plog|T1|, . . . , log|Tn|q induces a piecewise-linear isomorphism Sn » Rn.
Now if X is an arbitrary analytic space and if ϕ1, . . . , ϕm are quasi-finite

maps from X to pGn
mq

an, then
Ť

j ϕ
´1
j pSnq is a skeleton by [Duc12], Theorem

5.1 (it consists only of points whose Zariski-closure is n-dimensional, so it is
empty if dimX ă n), and ϕ´1

j pSnq Ñ Sn is a piecewise immersion for all j; of
course, every piecewise-linear subspace of

Ť

j ϕ
´1
j pSnq is still a skeleton.

Skeleta were introduced by Berkovich in his seminal work [Ber99] on the
homotopy type of analytic spaces, where he proved that any compact analytic
space with a polystable formal model admits a deformation retraction to a
skeleton (isomorphic to the dual complex of the special fiber), and used it to
show that quasi-smooth analytic spaces are locally contractible; they play a
key role in the theory of real integration on Berkovich spaces [CLD]. Let
us mention that all skeleta encountered in these works are at least locally
of the form described above; i.e., piecewise-linear subspaces of finite unions
Ť

ϕ´1
j pSnq for quasi-finite maps ϕj : X Ñ pGn

mq
an.

1.2. Our main result. — If S is a skeleton of an analytic space X and if
f is a regular invertible functions defined on a neighborhood of S, then log|f |
is a piecewise-linear function on S, and our purpose is to understand what
are the piecewise linear functions on S that can arise this way in the algebraic
situation.

Let us make precise what we mean. Let X be an algebraic variety over F ,
say irreducible of dimension n; let us call log-rational any real-valued function
of the form log|f | for f a non-zero rational function on X, viewed as defined
over Uan for U the maximal open subset of X on which f is well-defined and
invertible. Let ϕ1, . . . , ϕm be (algebraic) quasi-finite maps from X to Gn

m
(the corresponding analytic maps will also be denoted ϕ1, . . . , ϕm). Let S
be a subset of the skeleton

Ť

ϕ´1
j pSnq defined by a Boolean combination of
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inequalities between log-rational functions. Our main theorem is the following
finiteness result.

Main Theorem (Berkovich setting). — Let X be an irreducible algebraic
variety over F of dimension n and assume F is algebraically closed. Let S be
as above. Then there exists finitely many non-zero rational functions f1, . . . , f`
on X such that the following holds.

(1) The functions log|f1|, . . . , log|f`| identify S with a piecewise-linear subset
of R` (i.e., a subset defined by a Boolean combination of inequalities
between Q-affine functions).

(2) The group of restrictions of log-rational functions to S is stable under
min and max and is generated under addition, substraction, min and
max by the (restrictions of the) functions log|fi| and the constants log|a|
for a P Fˆ.

Let us mention that statement (1) is implicitly established in [Duc12] (see
op. cit., proof of Theorem 5.1); what is really new here is statement (2). And
let us insist on the assumption that F is algebraically closed: for a general
F the theorem does not hold, as shown by a counter-example due to Michael
Temkin (Remark 7.6).

1.3. About our proof. — In fact, we do not work directly with Berkovich
spaces but with the model-theoretic avatar of this geometry, namely the theory
of stable completions of algebraic varieties which was introduced by two of the
authors in [HL16]. Thus, what we actually prove is Theorem 7.2 which is
a version of the result above in this model-theoretic framework – the final
transfer to Berkovich spaces being straightforward.

Let us give some explanations. Let X be an algebraic variety over a valued
field F . We denote by pX the stable completion of X. The standard skeleton
Sn of pGn

mq
an has a natural counterpart pSn

p1q on yGn
m, and

Ť

ϕ´1
j p

pSnq makes
sense as a subset of pX; moreover, the inequalities between log-regular functions
that cut out S inside

Ť

ϕ´1
j pSnq also make sense here, and cut out a subset

pS of
Ť

ϕ´1
j p

pSnq. By Corollary 4.5, this subset is F -definably homeomorphic
to an F -definable subset of ΓN for some N . It follows moreover from its
construction that pS is contained in the subset X# of pX consisting of strongly
stably dominated types (or, otherwise said, of Abhyankar valuations), and
even in its subset X#

gen of Zariski-generic points. And now Theorem 7.2 tells
the following.

1. This is not in accordance with the standard usage of the p̈ functor, since Sn or S are
not definable subsets of Gn

m. But we use this notation specifically for Sn and subsets S of
Sn to indicate that we are now working in the model-theoretic framework.
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Main Theorem (Model-theoretic setting). — Let F be an algebraically
closed field endowed with a non-trivial valuation val : F Ñ Γ Y t8u. Let X
be an irreducible algebraic variety over F . Let Υ be an iso-definable subset
of X#

gen which is Γ-internal, that is, F -definably isomorphic to an F -definable
subset of ΓN for some N .

There exists finitely many non-zero rational functions f1, . . . , f` on X such
that the following holds.

(1) The functions valpf1q, . . . , valpf`q identify topologically Υ with an F -
definable subset of Γ`.

(2) The group of restrictions of val-rational functions to Υ is stable under
min and max and generated under addition, substraction, min and max
by the (restrictions of the) functions valpfiq and the constants valpaq
for a P Fˆ (as the terminology suggests, a val-rational function is a Γ-
valued function of the form valpfq with f rational, defined on the stable
completion of the invertibility locus of f).

Let us start with a remark. The Γ-internal subsets we are really interested
in for application to Berkovich theory seem to be of a very specific form (they
are definable subsets of

Ť

ϕ´1
j p

pSnq for some family pϕjq of quasi-finite maps
from X to Gn

m) and our main theorem deals at first sight with fare more
general Γ-internal subsets. But this is somehow delusive; indeed, we show
(Theorem 4.8) that every Γ-internal subset of X#

gen is contained in some finite
union

Ť

ϕ´1
j p

pSnq as above.
We are now going to describe roughly the main steps of the proof of our

main theorem.
Step 1. — This first step has nothing to do with valued fields and concerns
general divisible abelian ordered groups. Basically, one proves the following.
Let D be an M -definable closed subset of Γn for some divisible ordered group
M contained in a model Γ of DOAG, let g1, . . . , gm be Q-affine M -definable
functions on Γn, and let f be any continuous and Lipschitz M -definable map
from D to Γ, such that for every x in D there is some index i with fpxq “ gipxq.
Then under these assumptions, f lies in the set of functions from D to Γ
generated under addition, substraction, min and max by the gi, the coordinate
functions and M : this is Theorem 3.13. Here the Lipschitz condition refers
to a Lipschitz constant in Zě0, so that it is a void condition when M has no
non-trivial convex subgroup and D is definably compact, but meaningful in
general.
Step 2. — We start with proving a finiteness result in the spirit of our theorem
under a weaker notion of generation. More precisely, we show (Theorem 5.7)
the existence of f1, . . . , f` as in our statement such that (1) holds and such
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that the following weak version of (2) holds, with H denoting the group of
Γ-valued functions on Υ generated by the valpfiq and the constants valpaq
for a P Fˆ : for every non-zero rational function g on X there exist finitely
many elements h1, . . . , hr of H such that Υ is covered by its definable subsets
tvalpgq “ valphiqu for i “ 1, . . . , r.

The key point for this step is the purely valuation-theoretic fact that an
Abhyankar extension of a defectless valued field is still defectless. It has been
given several proofs in the literature, some of which are purely algebraic, some
of which are more geometric. For the sake of completeness and for consistency
with the general viewpoint of this paper, we give a new one in Appendix A,
(Theorem A.1) which is model-theoretic and based upon [HL16]. It follows
already from Theorem 5.7 that skeleta are endowed with a canonical piecewise
Z-affine structure. In particular this implies the existence of canonical volumes
for skeleta as we spell out in Section 8.
Step 3. — One strengthens the statement of Step 2 by showing (Proposition
6.10) that the fi can even be chosen so that all functions pvalpgqq|Υ as above
are Lipschitz, when seen as functions on valpfqpΥq Ď Γm. This is done by
using an interpretation of the Lipschitz property in terms of coarsenings and
refinements of valuations.
Step 4. — One proves that the set of functions on Υ of the form valpgq is stable
under min and max. This follows from orthogonality between the residue field
and the value group sorts in ACVF, see Lemma 7.1.
Step 5. — By the very choice of the fi, every function valpgq|Υ gives rise
via the embedding valpfq|Υ to a definable function on valpfqpΥq that belongs
piecewise to the group generated by valpFˆq and the coordinate functions
x1, . . . , x` (Step 2) and is moreover Lipschitz (Step 3); it is thus (Step 1)
equal to tpx1, . . . , x`, aq where t is a term in t`,´,min,maxu and a a tuple of
elements of valpFˆq. Then valpgq|Υ “ tpvalpf1q|Υ, . . . , valpf`q|Υ, aq and we are
done.
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a stay of the first author at Weizmann Institute, funded by a Jakob Michael
visiting professorship. The third author was partially supported by the
Institut Universitaire de France. The fourth author was partially supported
by the Fondation Sciences Mathématiques de Paris. We are very grateful to
Michael Temkin for communicating us the example in Remark 7.6.
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2. Preliminaries

2.1. Stably dominated types. — The aim of this section is to review some
of the material from [HL16] that we will use in this paper. The reader is
refered to [HL16] or to the surveys [Duc13] or [Duc16] for more detailed
information. In this paper, we shall work in the framework of [HL16], namely
the theory ACVF of algebraically closed valued fields K with nontrivial valua-
tion in the geometric language LG of [HHM06]. We recall that this language
is an extension of the classical three-sorted language with sorts VF, Γ and
RES for the valued field, value group and residue field sorts, and additional
symbols val and res for the valuation and residue maps, obtained by adding
new sorts Sm and Tm, m ě 1, corresponding respectively to lattices in Km

and to the elements of the reduction of such lattices modulo the maximal ideal
of the valuation ring. By the main result of [HHM06] ACVF has elimination
of imaginaries in LG .

Recall that in a theory T admitting elimination of imaginaries in a given
language L, for M |ù T and A Ď M , a type ppxq in SxpMq is said to be A-
definable if for every L-formula ϕpx, yq there exists an LA-formula dpϕpyq such
that for every b in M , ϕpx, bq P p if and only if M |ù dpϕpbq. If p P SxpMq is
definable via dpϕ, then the same scheme gives rise to a unique type p|N for any
elementary extension N of M . There is a general notion of stable domination
for A-definable types: stably dominated types are in some sense “controlled
by their stable part”. In the case of ACVF, there is concrete characterisation
of A-definable stably dominated types as those which are orthogonal to Γ,
meaning that for every elementary extension N of M , if a |ù p|N , one has
ΓpNq “ ΓpNaq.

Let X be an A-definable set in ACVF, with A an LG-structure. A basic
result in [HL16] states that there exists a strict A-pro-definable set pX such
that for any C Ě A, pXpCq is equal to the set of C-definable stably domi-
nated types on X ([HL16, Theorem 3.1]). Here by pro-definable we mean a
pro-object in the category of definable sets and strict refers to the fact that
the transition morphisms can be chosen to be surjective. Morphisms in the
category of pro-definable sets are called definable morphisms.

In fact pX can be endowed with a topology that makes it a pro-definable
space in the sense of [HL16, Section 3.3]. In this setting there is a model the-
oretic version of compactness, namely definable compactness: a pro-definable
space X is said to be definably compact if every definable type on X has a
limit in X. In an o-minimal structure M , this notion is equivalent to the usual
one, namely a definable subset X ĎMn is definably compact if and only if it
is closed and bounded.
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2.2. Γ-internal sets. — Let us fix a valued field k and a quasi-projective
variety X over k. We denote by Γ the value group of k. The structure
induced is that of an ordered abelian group in the language of ordered groups,
in particular it is o-minimal. We extend Γ to Γ8 “ ΓYt8u with8 larger than
any element of Γ. A pro-definable set is called iso-definable if it is pro-definably
isomorphic to a definable set. A Γ-internal subset Z of pX, or more generally of
{X ˆ Γm8, is an iso-definable subset such that there exists a surjective definable

morphism D Ñ Z with D a definable subset of some Γr8.
By [HL16, Theorem 6.2.8], if Z is a k-iso-definable and Γ-internal subset

of pX, there exists some finite k-definable set w and a continuous injective
definable morphism f : Z ãÑ Γw8. In particular if Z is definably compact such
an f is a homeomorphism onto its image.

2.3. The Zariski-generic case. — Assume that k is algebraically closed.
Then the definable injection Z ãÑ Γw8 alluded to above can be obtained by
using (locally) valuations of regular functions. Thus if X is irreducible and
Z only consists of Zariski-dense points, we can find a dense open subset U
of X and invertible functions g1, . . . , gw on U such that the functions valpgiq
induce a definable bijection between Z and a k-definable subset of Γw (without
8). Moreover, by shrinking U and adding some extra invertible functions to
the gi, we can assume that g induces a closed immersion U ãÑ Gw

m; then the
functions valpgiq induce a (definably) proper map pU Ñ Γw and thus a definable
homeomorphism between Z and its image.

2.4. Retractions to skeleta. — Since multiplication does not belong to
the structure on the value group sort Γ, we have to consider generalized inter-
vals, which are obtained by concatenating a finite number of (oriented) closed
intervals in Γ8. Such a generalized interval I has an origin oI and an end
point eI .

We may now define strong deformation retractions. Fix a valued field k
and a quasi-projective variety X over k. A strong deformation retraction of
pX onto Υ Ď pX is continuous definable morphism

H : I ˆ pX ÝÑ pX

such that
‚ The restriction of H to toIu ˆ pX is the identity on pX.
‚ The restriction of H to I ˆΥ is the identity on I ˆΥ.
‚ The image of the restriction HeI of H to teIu ˆ pX is contained in Υ.
‚ For every pt, aq P I ˆ pX, HeI pHpt, aqq “ HeI paq.

A special case of the main result of [HL16] states the following:
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2.5. Theorem. — Let X be a quasi-projective variety over a valued field k.
Then there is a strong deformation retraction

H : I ˆ pX ÝÑ pX

onto a Γ-internal subset Υ Ď pX and a definable injection Υ Ñ Γw8 for some
finite definable set w, which is an homeomorphism onto its image and such
that for each irreducible component W of X, ΥXxW is everywhere of o-minimal
dimension dimpW q.

We shall call such a Γ-internal set Υ a retraction skeleton of pX. Note that
this is what is called a skeleton in [HL16], but we have decided to change the
terminology to avoid conflict with the literature.

2.6. Remark. — When X is smooth and irreducible, there exists a defor-
mation retraction as above with Υ consisting only of Zariski-generic points:
this follows from the proof of Theorem 11.1.1 in [HL16], see also Chapter 12
of [HL16]; so if k is a model of ACVF then Υ can be topologically and k-
definably identified with a subset of some Γm by using valuations of non-zero
rational functions (2.3).

Note that the smoothness assumption cannot be dropped for the above: if
X is a cubic nodal curve, any retraction skeleton Υ of pX contains the nodal
point (and any definable topological embedding from Υ into some Γw8 will send
the nodal point to a w-uple with at least one infinite coordinate).

2.7. Strongly stably dominated types. — In fact all retraction skeleta of
pX are contained in the subspace X# Ď pX of strongly stably dominated types
on X. The study of the space X# is the subject of Chapter 8 of [HL16].
Loosely speaking the notion of strongly stably dominated corresponds to a
strong form of the Abhyankar property for valuations namely that the tran-
scendence degrees of the extension and of the residue field extension coincide.
An important property of X# is that it has a natural structure of (strict)
ind-definable subset of pX. Furthermore, by [HL16, Theorem 8.4.2], X# is
exactly the union of all the retraction skeleta of pX.

It seems plausible that very general Γ-internal subsets of pX can be rather
pathological, but those contained in X# should be reasonable. We shall see
below that this is indeed the case at least for Γ-internal subsets of X# that
consist of Zariski-generic points (when X is irreducible). When X is irre-
ducible, we will denote by X#

gen the subset of X# consisting of Zariski-generic
points.

2.8. Connection with Berkovich spaces. — Let k be a valued field with
valpkq Ď R8, which we assume to be complete. Let X be a separated and re-
duced algebraic variety of finite type over k. Denote by Xan its analytification
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in the sense of Berkovich. Chapter 14 of [HL16] is devoted to a detailed study
of how one can deduce statements about Xan from similar statements about
pX. This comes from the fact that, if one denotes by kmax a maximally com-
plete algebraically closed extension of k with value group R and residue field
the algebraic closure of the residue field of k, there is a canonical and functorial
map π : pXpkmaxq Ñ Xan which is continuous, surjective, and closed. When
k “ kmax, π is actually an homeomorphism. Furthermore, any definable mor-
phism g : pX Ñ Γ8 induces a unique map g̃ : Xan Ñ R8 which is continuous
if g is, and any strong deformation retraction H : I ˆ pX Ñ pX induced canoni-
cally a strong deformation retraction H̃ : IpR8qˆXan Ñ Xan compatible with
π for any t P IpR8q. Thus, if one defines a retraction skeleton Σ in Xan as
the image under π of the kmax-points of a retraction skeleton in pX, we obtain
that when X is quasi-projective there exists a strong deformation retraction
of Xan onto a retraction skeleton Σ. Furthermore, the fact that retraction
skeleta in pX are contained in X# implies that any point of Σ, as a type over
pk,Rq, extends to a unique stably dominated type; this type is strongly stably
dominated and, restricted to pk,Rq, it determines an Abhyankar extension of
the valued field k, cf. Theorem 14.2.1 in [HL16].

3. Finite generation and Lipschitz functions in DOAG

In this section, we work in the theory of divisible ordered abelian groups
which is denoted by DOAG, and by definable we mean definable with param-
eters. We shall usually denote by Γ a model of DOAG. We start with the
definition of w-combination and w-generation.

3.1. Definition. — Let X and Y be definable topological spaces and g,
f1, . . . , fn be definable continuous functions from X to Y . We say g is a w-
combination of f1, . . . , fn if for every x P X, there is some i P t1, . . . , nu such
that fipxq “ gpxq. Notationally, we use rg “ fis to denote the set tx P X :
gpxq “ fipxqu. Hence, g is a w-combination by f1, . . . , fn iff X “

Ťn
i“1rg “ fis.

In contrast, there is a stronger notion of combination that is very specific
to DOAG.

3.2. Definition. — Let X be a definable topological space and let g and
fi, i P I, be definable continuous functions X Ñ Γ. We say that g is an
`-combination of the fi if g lies in the pmin,maxq-lattice generated by pfiqiPI .
More explicitly, there are f1, . . . , fn in pfiqiPI such that g is a function obtained
by f1, . . . , fn and finitely many operations of min,max.

We shall also use the following variants of w and `-combination.
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3.3. Definition. — Let X be a definable topological space and let g and
fi, i P I, be definable continuous functions X Ñ Γ be definable continuous
functions for i P I. We say that g is a pw,`q-combination of the fi if there
exist h1, . . . , hn in the abelian group generated by the functions fi, i P I such
that g is a w-combination of the hi. We say that g is an p`,`q-combination
of the fi if g can be described by a formula involving only `,´,min and max
and finitely many fi.

We say that a given set of functions containing the fi and stable under
w-combination is w-generated by the fi if it consists precisely of the set of
all w-combinations of the fi. We define pw,`q, ` and p`,`q-generation in an
analogous way.

3.4. Example. — Let X “ Γn and mk : X Ñ Γ be the definable func-
tion which to px1, . . . , xnq assigns the k-th smallest xi. Clearly, mk is a w-
combination of the coordinate functions x1, . . . , xn. On the other hand, it is
not hard to see that

mkpxq “ min
UĎt1,...,nu,|U |“k

max
iPU

xi

Hence the mkpxq are even `-combinations of x1, . . . , xn.

However, the two notions of combinations do not agree in general.

3.5. Example. — Let I be the interval r0,8q Ď Q. Let D “ Iˆt1, 2u Ď Q2

and f1 “ 0, f2 “ x1. Consider g that is equal to fi on I ˆ tiu for i “ 1, 2.
Clearly g is a w-combination of f1 and f2. However, we claim that g is not an
p`,`q-combination of coordinate functions. Indeed, if it were, then it would
extend to a continuous Q-definable function g1 on Q2. Let Γ be a model of
DOAG containing Q and in which there is some c ą n for all n P N. Since
tp p1, cq “ tp pα, cq for any 1 ą α ą 0 and gp1, cq “ c, so g1pα, cq “ c.
However g1p0, cq “ gp0, cq “ 0, in contradiction with the continuity of g1. For
a connected version of this example, replace D by D1 “ D

Ť

t0u ˆ r1, 2s and
set g “ 0 on t0u ˆ r1, 2s.

This example suggests that interaction of the ambient space and the topol-
ogy of D plays a role in distinguishing the two notions of combinations. To
proceed towards a topological characterisation for such properties, we need
the following.

3.6. Definition. — Let T be an o-minimal expansion of DOAG and Γ |ù T
with D Ď Γn definable. We say that D is convex if for any u and v in D,
u`v

2 P D.
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3.7. Remark. — When T is an o-minimal expansion of the theory of real
closed fields RCF, this is equivalent to the usual definition of convexity for
definable sets. For u, v P D, let L Ď r0, 1s be tα : αu` p1´ αqv P Du. By our
notion of convexity, L contains Zr1{2s X r0, 1s. By o-minimality, L must be
r0, 1s with at most finitely many points in p0, 1q removed. But removing any
point from p0, 1q would lead to a violation of convexity.

Note further that for D convex, working inside the smallest affine subspace
containing D, one has clpintpDqq “ clpDq.

Lastly, recall that for any definable subset D of some Γn, a function f :
D Ñ Γ is called Q-affine if f “

řn
i“1mixi ` c where mi P Q and c P Γ. Such

functions are the most basic definable continuous functions on D. We say f
is Z-affine if the mi are all in Z.

3.8. Proposition. — Let Γ be a divisible ordered abelian group and let
f1, . . . , fm be Q-affine functions on Γn. Let D Ď Γn be definable and
g : D Ñ Γ be a continuous definable function. Assume that g is a w-
combination of f1, . . . , fm. Then the following are equivalent:

1. g is an `-combination of f1, . . . , fm.
2. g extends to a continuous definable function g1 : Γn Ñ Γ that is a w-

combination of f1, . . . , fm.
3. g extends to a continuous definable function g1 : D1 Ñ Γ on some convex

definable set D1 containing D that is a w-combination by f1, . . . , fm.
4. For any x, y P D, there is i P t1, . . . ,mu such that fipxq ď gpxq and
gpyq ď fipyq.

5. For some collection S of subsets of t1, . . . ,mu, g “ minXPS maxiPX fi.

Proof. — The implications p5q ùñ p1q ùñ p2q ùñ p3q are clear.
For p3q ùñ p4q, by working in an elementary extension, we may assume

that Γ is a model of the theory of real closed fields RCF. By Remark 3.7
and after replacing D by the convex set D1 in (3), we may assume the line
segment rx, ys connecting x, y is in D. Replace g by g1 given by (3) as well.
Let Ij Ď rx, ys be tz : gpzq “ fipzqu. By continuity of g and o-minimality, we
know that the sets Ij are finite unions of closed intervals and

Ťm
j“1 Ij “ rx, ys.

Consider the canonical parameterization h : r0, 1s Ñ rx, ys, α ÞÑ αy`p1´αqx,
and let f 1i “ fi ˝ h, g1 “ g ˝ h and I 1j “ h´1pIjq. Since the functions fi are
Q-affine, the functions f 1i are of the form aix ` bi for some ai, bi P Γ. Let k
be the j such that aj is the greatest amongst all the j such that I 1j ‰ H. If
there are multiple such j, pick any. By induction, for a to the right of I 1k, we
have g1paq ď f 1kpaq. Similarly, for a to the left of I 1k, we have f 1kpaq ď g1paq. In
particular we have f 1kp0q “ fkpxq ď g1p0q “ gpxq and g1p1q “ gpyq ď fkpyq “
f 1kp1q.
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For p4q ùñ p5q, consider S to be the collection of subsets X Ď t1, . . . ,mu
such that g ď maxiPX fi on the entire D. Set f :“ minXPS maxiPX fi. We
claim that g “ f . Clearly g ď f , so it suffices to show that g ě f . For each
W R S, there is some yW such that gpyW q ą fipyW q for every i PW . By p4q, for
each x P D, there is ixW such that fixW pxq ď gpxq and fixW pyW q ě gpyW q. Note
that ixW RW . Let X “ tixW : W R Su. We have that X P S because otherwise,
ixX P X. For this x, we have that maxiPX fipxq ě gpxq and fipxq ď gpxq for
any i P X, hence fpxq ď maxiPX fipxq “ gpxq.

3.9. Corollary. — Let D Ď Γn be a definable convex set. The set of definable
continuous functions from D to Γ is p`,`q-generated by the constants and all
rational multiples of coordinate functions.

Proof. — By quantifier elimination, we can find Q-affine functions f1, . . . , fn
such that g is a w-combination of f1, . . . , fn. By Proposition 3.8, we have that
g is in fact an `-combination of f1, . . . , fn.

Proposition 3.8 suggests that the agreement of w-combination and `-
combination is related to the existence of continuous extensions to an ambient
convex space. This motivates the following definition.

3.10. Definition. — For a tuple x P Γn, define |x| “ maxni“1 |xi|. Let
D Ď Γn and f : D Ñ Γ a definable function. We say f is Lipschitz if there is
some M P N such that |fpxq ´ fpyq| ďM |x´ y|.

Note that Lipschitz functions are automatically continuous and clearly the
class of Lipschitz functions depends on the embedding of D in Γn. Our purpose
is now to investigate Lipschitz definable functions on closed definable sets; a
first step will consist in reducing to the definably compact case, by using the
two following lemmas.

3.11. Lemma. — Let Γ be a model of DOAG, let D be a subset of Γn de-
finable over some set A of parameters, and let f : D Ñ Γ be a Lipschitz A-
definable map. Let pfiq be a finite family of Q-affine A-definable functions
such that f is a w-combination of the fi|D. Then f admits a unique continu-
ous extension f to D, the set D and the function f are A-definable, and f is
Lipschitz and w-generated by the fi|D.

Proof. — The uniqueness of f is clear, as well as the A-definability of D and
f if the latter exists, as one sees by using the definition of the closure and
of the limit (with ε and δ. . . ). The same reasoning also show that the set of
points of BD at which f admits a limit is A-definable. Moreover if f exist it
inherits obviously the Lipschitz property of f , and it is also w-generated by
the (restrictions of) the fi: indeed, the susbet of D consisting of points x such
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that there is some i with fpxq “ fipxq is closed and contains D, thus is the
whole of D.

It thus remain to show the existence of f , and this can be done after enlarg-
ing the model Γ. We can thus suppose that it is equal to the additive group
of some real closed field. Let x be a point of DzD. There exists a half-line
L-emanating from x such that px, yq Ď D for some y; taking y close enough
to x we can assume that f “ fj on px, yq for some j. Then the limit of f at x
along the direction of L exists and is equal to fjpxq. The Lipschitz property
then ensures that this limit does not depend on L, let us denote it by fpxq.
Since D is defined by affine inequalities, there is a positive γ P Γ such that
for every y in Γn with }x ´ y} ă γ (say for the Euclidean norm) then either
px, yq Ď D or px, yq XD “ H. Thus if y is a point of D with }x´ y} ă γ then
|fpyq ´ fpxq| ď N}x´ y} where N is an upper bound for the slopes of the fi.
So fpyq tends to fpxq when the point y of D tends to x.

3.12. Lemma. — Let M be either t0u or a model of DOAG, let Γ be a
model of DOAG containing M , and let ρ be an element of Γ with ρ ą M .
Let Z Ď Γn be an M -definable subset. Let x1, . . . , xn : Z Ñ Γ denote the
coordinate functions of Z and le h : Z Ñ Γ be an M definable function.

Assume that there exists a term t in t`,´,max,minu and γ “ pγ1, . . . , γlq
in Γ` such that h|Zρ “ tpx1, . . . , xn, γq|Zρ, where Zρ “ Z X r´ρ, ρsn.

Then there is a term t1 in t`,´,max,minu and an element β of M such
that h “ t1px1, . . . , xn, βq.

Proof. — Assume first that M is a model of DOAG. By our assumption, there
exists a term t in t`,´,max,minu and a tuple γ “ pγ1, . . . , γlq P Γ` such that
h|Zρ “ tpx1, . . . , xn, γq|Zρ . By model-completeness of DOAG, the γi can be
chosen in M ‘ Q ¨ ρ. Thus there is m ą 0 such that for each i, there exist
integers ki and βi PMq with γi “

ki
mρ` βi. Let ν denote ρ{m. We have

h|Zmν “ tpx1, . . . , xn, pkiν ` βiqq|Zmν .

Viewing the above as a first-order formula with constants in the model M and
a variable for ν, using o-minimality and model-completeness of M , we have
some ν0 PMą0 such that for any ν 1 ą ν0, the following holds in M :

h|Zmν1 “ tpx1, . . . , xn, pkiν
1 ` βiqq|Zmν1 .

Take νpxq “ maxt|x1|, . . . , |xn|, 2ν0u and
t1pf1, . . . , fn, βq “ tpx1, . . . , xn, pkiνpxq ` βiqq.

We then have
h “ t1px1, . . . , xn, βq

by construction, which ends the proof when M ‰ t0u.
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If M “ t0u, set Γ1 “ Γ ‘ δ where δ is positive and infinitesimal with
respect to Γ, set M 1 “ Q ¨ δ and let us denote by Z 1 and h1 the objects
deduced from Z and h by base-change to Γ1. Applying the above yields
a term θ in t`,´,max,minu and an element β of Q ¨ δ such that h1 “
θpx1, . . . , xn, βq. By reducing modulo the convex subgroup Q ¨ δ of Γ1 we
see that h “ θpx1, . . . , xn, 0q.

3.13. Theorem. — Let M |ù DOAG or M “ t0u and let Γ be a model of
DOAG containing M . Let D Ď Γm be an M -definable set. Let g : D Ñ Γ
be a Lipschitz definable function over M . Let f1, . . . , fn be Q-affine functions
over M such that g is a w-combination of f1, . . . , fn. Then g is an p`,`q-
combination of the fi, the constant M -valued functions and the coordinate
functions.

Proof. — By Lemma 3.11 we can assume that D is closed. We may then
enlarge the model Γ and assume that it contains some ρ with ρ ą M . Let
Dρ denote the intersection of D with r´ρ, ρsm. This is a definably compact
subset of Γm which is definable over Mρ :“M ‘Q ¨ ρ. If we prove that g|Dρ is
an p`,`q-combination of the fi, Lemma 3.12 above will allow us to conclude
that g is an p`,`q-combination of the fi, the coordinate functions and some
constant functions with values in M . We thus may and do assume that D is
definably compact. By considering a submodel of M over which everything is
defined, we reduce to the case where M is of finite height r, i.e. has exactly
r non-trivial convex subgroups, and we proceed by induction on r. The case
r “ 0 is obvious since the definably compact set D is then either empty or
equal to t0u. Assume now that r ą 0 and that the result holds true for smaller
values of the height.

Let M0 be the smallest non-trivial convex subgroup of M , and M “M{M0
be the quotient. We are first going to explain why we can assume that
gpDpMqq Ď Mm

0 ; this is tautological if M0 “ M , so we assume (just for
this reduction step) that M0 ‰ M . In this case M is a model of DOAG of
height r´1, and the natural map carrying M to M induces a map that carries
DpMq to a definably compact definable subset D of Mm (see [CHY, Theo-
rem 4.1.1] for example). Furthermore, since g is Lipschitz, it descends to a
definable function g : DpMq Ñ ΓM , which is Lipshitz as well and is a pw,`q-
combinations of the fi. By the induction hypothesis, we then know that g is
of the form τpf1, . . . , fnq, where τ is a term involving constants, projections
and `,´,min,max only. Replacing g by g ´ τpf1, . . . , fnq, we may assume
that gpDq ĎMm

0 , as announced.
Our next step consists in showing the existence of a nice cell decomposition

of D (the inclusion gpDpMqq ĎMm
0 will not be used here).
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3.14. Claim. — The set D can be divided into finitely many definable closed
cells Di such that g is Q-affine on each Di and for i ‰ j, either there exists
a Z-affine function H and a hyperplane Ha “ H´1paq such that Di X Dj “

Di XHa “ Dj XHa, H ´ a ě 0 on Di and H ´ a ď 0 on Dj.

Proof of Claim. — We shall use the notion of special linear decompositions
from [Ele18]. In fact we will need only to consider bounded linear cells in
Γn. They are defined by induction on n. In Γ0 the origin is a cell. If C is a
bounded linear cell in Γn´1, f and g are Q-affine functions on Γn´1, with f ă g
on C, the relative interval pf ă gqC “ tpx1, yq P C ˆ Γ; fpx1q ă y ă gpx1qu
and the graph ΓpfqC “ tpx1, yq P C ˆ Γ; fpx1q “ yu are bounded linear cells
in Γn. Denote by π : Γn Ñ Γn´1 the projection to the n´ 1 first coordinates.
A special linear decomposition of a bounded definable set Y Ď Γn is defined
recursively in [Ele18] as follows. When n “ 1 any cell decomposition is
special. A linear decomposition C of Y , n ą 1, is special if:

(1) πpCq is a special linear decomposition of πpY q.
(2) For every pair of cells ΓpfqS and ΓpgqT in C with S in the closure of T ,

f |S ă g|S or f |S ą g|S f |S “ g|S .
(3) For every pair of cells cells pf, gqT and X in C, where X “ ΓphqS , ph, kqS

or pk, hqS , there is no c P clpSq X clpT q such that fpcq ă hpcq ă gpcq.
Take a linear decomposition of D and g. By [Ele18, Fact 2.2] there exists a
special linear decomposition D refining it. Let D1 be the set of all C P D such
that, for any C 1 ‰ C, C is not contained in the closure of C 1. For each Ci in
D, we denote its closure by Di. It follows from [Ele18, Fact 2.3] that the cells
Di cover D.

Let us prove the claim when DiXDj “ H. We shall prove this by induction
on the dimension n of the ambient space. For n “ 1 the claim trivially holds.
Let Di and Dj be given. One proves easily by induction on n that Di X Dj

is the closure of a single cell C P D. We shall separate into the following two
cases.

Case 1: Assume C “ pf, gqS for some cell S in Γn´1 with f, g both Q-affine
functions. In this case, πpCiq ‰ πpCjq and clpπpCqq Ď πpDiq X πpDjq. So by
induction hypothesis, there is a hyperplane H in Γn´1 given by a Z-affine
equation such that πpDiq X πpDjq “ H X πpDiq “ H X πpDjq, and πpDiq and
πpDjq lie in different sides of H. Consider the vertical hyperplane above H (the
hyperplane defined by the same equation in Γn), call it Ha. We claim that Ha

works. Clearly DiXDj Ď DiXHa and DiXDj Ď DjXHa. Since C “ pf, gqS ,
it must be the case that Ci “ ph, kqT for some affine functions h and k and T
a cell. Using condition (3) in the definition the special linear decomposition,
it must be the case that for any c P S, hpcq “ fpcq and kpcq “ gpcq. This
shows that Ha XDi “ Di XDj . The same proof works for Dj .
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Case 2: Assume C “ ΓpfqS for for some cell S in Γn´1 and some affine
function f . There are two possibilities: either πpCiq “ πpCjq or πpCiq and
πpCjq are disjoint. If πpCiq “ πpCjq, then we may assume that Ci is above Cj .
Then the average of the lower bound (or the defining function when Ci is a
graph of a function) of Ci and the upper bound of Cj (or the defining function
of Cj when it is a graph of a function) gives a hyperplane that satisfies the
property.

In the other case, πpCiq and πpCjq are disjoint. By the inductive hypoth-
esis, there is a hyperplane H 1 given by an equation gpx1q “ 0 in Γn´1, with
g a Q-affine function, x1 “ px1, . . . , xn´1q satisfying the claim about the in-
tersection for the closures of πpCiq and πpCjq. We deal with the case when
Ci “ pfi, giqπpCiq and Cj “ pfj , gjqπpCjq, the other cases being completely sim-
ilar. Since our linear decomposition is special, we have that f |πpCq “ fi|πpCq
or gi|πpCq. Without loss of generality we may assume the latter case happens,
then it must be the case that f |πpCq “ fj |πpCq by the case assumption and the
fact our decomposition is special. Moreover, we may assume that g|πpCiq ą 0
and g|πpCjq ă 0.

Consider the hyperplane HN with equation Ngpx1q ´ pxn ´ fpx1qq “ 0. We
will prove that for N a large enough integer, HN lies strictly above the graph
of gi on Ci and strictly below the graph of fj on Cj . This implies that HNXDi

and HN XDj are both equal to the closure of C, as desired. It is enough to
prove that if Xi is the closure of the graph of gi on Ci, there is a natural
number M such that the inequality xn´ fpx1q ďMgpx1q holds on Xi, and the
analogous statement for the closure Yj of the graph of fj on Cj . Let us prove
this statement for Xi, the proof for Yj being exactly the same.

Consider all 1-dimensional faces of Xi that intersect the hyperplane gpx1q “
0. Let F be such a face (a line segment). The hypotheses force the point pF
of intersection of F with gpx1q “ 0 to lie in the closure of C. Thus both gpx1q
and xn´ fpx1q vanish at the point pF . The restriction of gpx1q and xn´ fpx1q
to the line segment F are linear functions on F vanishing at one endpoint of
F , thus there exists a positive integer MF such that xn ´ fpx1q ď MF gpx

1q

on F . In fact this inequality holds on the whole half-line LF containing F
with origin pF . Take M “ maxpMF q. Now consider R a RCF-expansion of
Γ. Let Y be the convex hull of the half-lines LF in that expansion. We have
xn ´ fpx1q ď Mgpx1q on Y . But Y contains XipRq, since if P is a convex
definably compact polyhedron of Rn, and if F is a face of P of any dimension,
then the convex hull of all half-lines directed by 1-faces intersecting F contains
P , hence the result.

It remains to prove the claim when DiXDj “ H. We use induction on the
dimension n. For n “ 1 the statement is clear. If πpDiq X πpDjq “ H then by
the induction hypothesis there exists an hyperplane H 1a in Γn´1 satisfying the
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claim for πpDiq X πpDjq and π´1pH 1aq will do the job. If πpDiq “ πpDjq, we
proceed by averaging as in case 2 above. If πpDiq “ πpDjq and πpDiqXπpDjq “

H, we choose an hyperplane H 1a in Γn´1 with equation gpx1q “ 0 satisfying
the claim for πpDiq X πpDjq. We may assume g ě 0 on Di and g ď 0 on Dj .
Denote by D1i “ DiXπ

´1pH 1aq and D1j “ DjXπ
´1pH 1aq. We have D1iXD1j “ H.

By the induction hypothesis there is some Z-affine function f on Γn such that
f ă 0 on D1i and f ą 0 on D1i. By an argument similar to the one used in Case
2 above on checks that for N any large enough integer, the affine function
Ng1 ´ f is strictly positive on Di and strictly negative on Dj .

Now we would like to use our cell decomposition and our separation hyper-
planes to build affine functions that will appear in the p`,`q-combination we
are seeking for describing g. For this purpose, the inclusion gpDpMqq Ď Mm

0
will be crucial.

3.15. Claim. — For any two distinct cells D1 and D2 contained in D as in
Claim 3.14, there is a function fD1,D2 in the group generated by f1, . . . , fn, the
constant functions and the coordinate functions such that
(˚) g|D1 ď fD1,D2 |D1 and fD1,D2 |D2 ď g|D2 .

Proof of Claim. — Let H and a be given for D1 and D2 as in Claim 3.14.
Replacing H by H´a, without loss of generality, we may assume that H|D1 ď 0
and H|D2 ě 0. If D1 X D2 “ H, using definable compactness of D1 and
D2, we get there exists a P M0 such that H|D1 ă ´a ă 0 ă a ă H|D2 .
Moreover, by our assumption that gpDpMqqq Ď M0, there is b P M0 such
that ´b ă gpDq ă b. For k P N, consider the function hk “ ´kH ` b.
On D1, hkpD1q ą ka, so hk ´ gpDq ą ka ´ b. On D2, ´hk ą ka ´ b, so
g´hkpD

2q ą ka´ 2b. Since M0 has height 1, for k large enough condition (˚)
is satisfied.

If D1 XD2 ‰ H, take c P D1 XD2 and let G be the Q-affine function such
that g “ G on D1. Replacing g by g ´ G, we may assume that g “ 0 on
D1. Translating our entire set by c, we may assume that c is the origin. Thus
gp0q “ 0, g is Q-affine on D2, hence g is actually the restriction of a Q-linear
function on D2. Without loss of generality, we may further assume that for
H given in Claim 3.14, H|D2 ď 0 and H|D1 ě 0. So on D1, for any m ą 0,
mH ě 0 “ g. It remains to find a m ą 0 such that mH ď g on D2. For any
b P D2, if Hpbq “ 0, then b P D2 XH0 “ D1 XH0, hence gpbq “ 0. By the fact
that g is Q-linear and H is Z-linear, on a definably compact neighborhood N
of D2 XH0 in D2, there is m P N such that |gpxq| ď m|Hpxq|. Since H ď 0
on D2 by assumption, we have that gpxq ě mHpxq for x P N . Working in
an elementary extension, we may assume that we are working in the theory
of real closed fields, thus D2 can be covered by line segments passing through
the origin. For each line segment L under the standard parameterization of
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L, we know that gpxq ´mHpxq|L is a function of the form x ÞÑ cx for some c,
by linearity of g and H on D2. Note further that c is greater or equal to zero
on some interval containing 0, witnessed by N , hence it is greater or equal to
0 throughout the segment. Thus we have proven that gpxq ´mHpxq ě 0 on
D2.

We now conclude the proof of Theorem 3.13. Note that g is a w-combination
of the fi; so it is a fortiori a w-combination of the set of functions obtained by
adding all the functions fD1,D2 to the functions fi. Take x and y in D. If they
belong to the same cell D1, then gpxq “ fipxq and gpyq “ fipyq for some i and
condition (4) in Proposition 3.8 is satisfied. If they belong to two distinct cells
D1 and D2, then gpxq ď fD1,D2pxq and fD1,D2pyq ď gpyq by Claim 3.15. Thus,
by the implication (4) ùñ (1) in Proposition 3.8, we obtain that g is an
`-combination of the functions fi and fD1,D2 , which concludes the proof.

The proof of Claim 3.15 actually yields the following convenient way to
check if a given function is Lipschitz on a definably compact set.

3.16. Corollary. — Let D1 and D2 be two definably compact convex sets
such that D1 XD2 “ D1 XHa “ D2 XHa ‰ H with Ha an hyperplane defined
by a Z-affine function. Assume further that g a continuous function that is
affine on D1 and D2 respectively, then g is Lipschitz on D1 YD2.

3.17. Remark. — Note that one can have definably compact versions of
Example 3.5 by replacing r0,8q with r0, cs for some c ą n ¨ 1 for all n P N.
However, the function g there is not Lipschitz because |p0, cq ´ p1, cq| “ 1 and
|gp0, cq ´ gp1, cq| “ c.

3.18. Remark. — In the case of homogeneous linear equations, with no
parameters, equivalence of `-combination and w-combination goes back to
work of Beynon [Bey75], see also §5.2 of [Gla99] for related results. In
2011, as a student, Daniel Lowengrub rediscovered and partially generalized
Beynon’s results. He also gave Example 3.5 showing that they do not hold over
non-archimedean parameters. Here we fully generalized them, after replacing
continuity by a Lipschitz condition. Our proofs in this section make use of his
ideas.

4. Complements about Γ-internal sets

4.1. Preimages of the standard Γ-internal subset of yGn
m. — Let k be

a model of ACVF and let X be an n-dimensional k-scheme of finite type. Let
us denote by X#

gen the subset of X# consisting of points lying over the generic
point of an n-dimensional irreducible component of X (so if X is irreducible,
X#

gen has the same meaning as above). Let f : X Ñ Gn
m be a k-morphism,
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and let pSn be the image of the definable topological embedding from Γn into
yGn

m that sends a n-tuple γ to the generic point rγ of the closed n-ball with
valuative radius γ and centered at the origin.

This set pSn is the archetypal example of a Γ-internal subset. The purpose
of what follows is to show that its preimage Υ under f is Γ-internal and purely
n-dimensional, and more generally that a finite union of such preimages (for
various f) is Γ-internal and purely n-dimensional. This is a model-theoretic
version of a result that is known in the Berkovich setting, see [Duc12], The-
orem 5.1.

For this, we shall need an alternative description of Υ which is of inde-
pendent interest and is the analogue of [Duc12], Theorem 3.4 (1). If x is a
point of pX, the tropical dimension of f at x is the infimum of dim valpfqppV q “
dim valpfqpV q for V a (v+g)-open definable subset of X with x P pV .

4.2. Lemma. — Let V be a definable subset of X such that valpfqpV q is of
dimension n. Then pV XΥ “ H.

Proof. — Since valpfqpV q is n-dimensional, it contains a product of intervals
ś

1ďiďnrai, bis with ai ă bi. Let K be the field sort of the monster model
and let L be a model of ACVF containing K and with group Γ ‘ Qn with
the lexicographic ordering. For every i, set ci “ pai ` biq{2 and di “ ci `
p0, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0q where the 1 lies at the i-th position of the Qn factor. Set
also γ “ pc1, . . . , cnq and δ “ pd1, . . . , dnq. By construction, there exists some
v P V pLq such that valpfpvqq “ δ.

By covering X with finitely many affine charts, and by considering in each
of them a system of inequalities defining V as well as a finite set of generators
of the ring of regular functions, we can write V as a union

Ť

Vλ of definable
subsets with pVλ definably compact, each of the Vλ being defined by a positive
combination of non-strict inequalities involving scalars in Γ. But since Γ is
cofinal in Γ‘Zn, we still have V pLq “

Ť

λ VλpLq. In particular, there exists a
definable subset W of V with xW definably compact and such that v PW pLq.

By construction, the type of fpvq over K is Abhyankar with pure group pa-
rameters d1, . . . , dn. Under the coarsening of the valuation of L corresponding
to the convex subgroup Qn of valpLq, this type gives rise to the stably domi-
nated type rγ . Applying this coarsening to v gives rise to a stably dominated
type w on X over K which lies on xW since the latter is definably compact,
and whose image on yGn

m is rγ . Thus w P pV XΥ.

4.3. Proposition. — With the above notation, Υ is exactly the set of points
of pX at which the tropical dimension of f is equal to n.
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Proof. — Let pf1, . . . , fnq be the family of invertible functions defining f . Let
x P pX. A point x of pX belongs to Υ if and only if f1, . . . , fn is an Abhyankar
basis at x.

Now let x P pXzΥ. Then f1, . . . , fn is not an Abhyankar basis at x. Therefore
there exists a polynomial

ř

aIT
I such that

val
´

ÿ

aIf
Ipxq

¯

ą min
I

valpaIq ` valpf Ipxqq.

Let V be the subset of X defined by the inequality

val
´

ÿ

aIf
I
¯

ą min
I

valpaIq ` valpf Iq.

It is a definable (v+g)-open subset and x P pV . Moreover by the very definition
of V , for every y P V there exists two distinct multi-indices I and J with
valpaIq ` valpf Ipyqq “ valpaJq ` valpfJpyqq, which shows that valpfqpV q is
contained in a finite union of pn ´ 1q-dimensional subspaces of Γn. As a
consequence, the tropical dimension of f at x is at most n´ 1.

Conversely, let x P Υ and let V a (v+g)-open definable subset of X with
x P pV . Since fpxq P pSn, the residue transcendence degree at x is at least n,
which shows that x is Zariski-generic in some irreducible component Y of X
(equipped with its reduced structure). There is a dense open subset Z of Y
such that f induces a finite flat map from Z to a dense open subscheme of
Gn

m; then the induced map pZ Ñ yGn
m is open by [HL16, Corollary 9.7.2], and

since x P pZ, it follows that f is open around x. In particular, fppV q contains a
neighborhood Ω of fpxq. Since x P Υ, the image fpxq is equal to rγ for some
γ P Γn. The intersection Ω X pSn then contains trδuδPB for B some product
of n open intervals containing γ, so valpfqppV q contains B, and is in particular
n-dimensional. The tropical dimension of f at x is thus equal to n.

4.4. Theorem. — The preimage Υ :“ f´1ppSnq is a purely n-dimensional
Γ-internal subset of pX contained in X#

gen.

Proof. — Set Υ “ f´1ppSnq. Let x be a point of Υ. Then fpxq “ rγ for some
γ, so that the residue field of x has transcendence degree at least n. As X is of
dimenion n, this transcendence degree is exactly n, and x belongs to X# and
is Zariski-generic in some n-dimensional irreducible component of X. Thus by
arguing componentwise, we may and do assume that X is integral and that f
is dominant (otherwise Υ “ H and we are done). Let F be the function field
of X; through the map f “ pf1, . . . , fnq one can see F as a finite extension
of kpT1, . . . , Tnq. It follows from Theorem 2.8 of [Duc12] (which itself rests
on the definability of pC for C a curve) that there are finitely many non-
zero elements g1, . . . , gm of F that separate universally (i.e., after any ground
field extension) the extensions to F of Gauss valuations on kpT1, . . . , Tnq. Set
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h “ pf1, . . . , fn, g1, . . . , gmq; up to removing a proper Zariski-closed subset
from X (which will not alterate Υ whose points are Zariski-generic), we can
assume that h is a regular map from X to Gn`m

m , and even (by adding some
extra functions if needed), that it is a closed immersion; what will be needed
here is only topological properness of valphq : pX Ñ Γn`m. By choice of the
gi, the restriction of valphq to Υ is injective. Hence in order to conclude, it
suffices to prove that valphqpΥq is a k-definable subset of Γn`m.

For that purpose, first note that P :“ valphqp pXq “ valphqpXq is a k-
definable subset of Γn`m; more precisely, it is closed and purely n-dimensional
(this is well-known, see for instance [Duc12], Theorem 1.2, statement c2). Let
π be the projection from Γn`m to Γn, and let Q be the set of p P P such that
πpRq is n-dimensional for every definable neighborhood R of p. Then Q is a
k-definable subset of P , and we are going to prove that valphqpΥq “ Q, which
will end the proof.

Let x P Υ and let R be a definable open neighborhood of valphpxqq in P .
Then R “ valphqppvalphqq´1pRqq so that πpRq “ valpfqpvalphq´1pRqq. Since
x P Υ, Prop. 4.3 ensures that f is of tropical dimension n at x, so πpRq is
n-dimensional and valphpxqq P Q.

Conversely, let p be a point of Q. Assume that it does not belong to
valphqpΥq. By properness of valphq there exists some definable neighborhood
R of p in P such that pvalphqq´1pRq does not intersect Υ. It follows then from
Lemma 4.2 that valpfqppvalphqq´1pRqq is of dimension ď n´1; thus πpRq is of
dimension n´1 and p does not belong to Q, which leads to a contradiction.

4.5. Corollary. — Let X be an n-dimensional k-scheme of finite type and
let ϕ1, . . . , ϕm be morphisms from X to Gn

m. The finite union
Ť

ϕ´1
j p

pSnq is a
purely n-dimensional Γ-internal subset of pX contained in X#

gen.

Proof. — By Theorem 4.4 this holds for each ϕ´1
j p

pSnq; moreover if j and ` are
two indices then ϕ´1

j p
pSnqXϕ

´1
` p

pSnq is definable in both ϕ´1
j p

pSnq and ϕ´1
` p

pSnq

by [HL16], Lemma 8.2.9, so Υ is Γ-internal.

Our purpose is now to prove that conversely, if X is irreducible, every
Γ-internal subset of X#

gen is contained in some finite union
Ť

j ϕ
´1
j p

pSnq as
above (Theorem 4.8); this is an instance of the general principle according to
which Γ-internal subsets of X# are expected to be reasonable (while general
Γ-internal subsets of pX can likely be rather pathological). Originally we used
this result through its corollary 4.9 for proving Theorem 7.2, but we finally
do not need it anymore. Nonetheless, we have chosen to keep it in this paper,
because it seems to us of independent interest, and shows that the main objects
considered in this work are more tractable than one could think at first sight.
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4.6. Proposition. — Let X be an integral n-dimensional k-scheme of finite
type and let Υ be a purely n-dimensional Γ-internal subset of X#

gen. There
exists a dense open subset U of X and finitely many morphisms ϕ1, . . . , ϕm
from U to Gn

m such that Υ Ď
Ť

j ϕ
´1
j p

pSnq.

Proof. — Up to shrinking X we might assume that there exist finitely many
invertible functions f1, . . . , fr on X such that valpfq induces a definable home-
omorphism between Υ and a definable susbet of Γr (2.3). For every subset I
of t1, . . . , ru of cardinality n, let fI be the map from X to Gn

m given by the
fi with i P I. Since Υ is of pure dimension n, for every x P Υ there is at least
one subset I of t1, . . . , ru of cardinality n such that the tropical dimension of
fI at x is n. By Proposition 4.3, this means that

Υ Ď
ď

IĎt1,...,ru,|I|“n
f´1
I ppSnq.

4.7. Proposition. — Let X be an n-dimensional integral scheme of finite
type over k, and let Υ Ď X#

gen be a Γ-internal subset defined over k. Then Υ
is contained in some purely n-dimensional Γ-internal subset of X#

gen defined
over k.

Proof. — By shrinking X we can assume that it is quasi-projective. In view
of Proposition 4.6 and Corollary 4.5, a finite union of purely n-dimensional
Γ-internal subsets of X#

gen is still a purely dimensional Γ-internal subset of
X#

gen. This allows to cut Υ into finitely many k-definable pieces and to argue
piecewise. We thus can assume that Υ is purely d-dimensional for some d, and
we argue by descending induction on d, so we assume that our proposition
holds if the Γ-internal subset involved is equidimensional of dimension ą d.

Let α be a k-definable embedding from Υ into some Γm given by finitely
many non-zero rational functions. By [HL16, Theorem 11.1.1], there exists
a pro-definable deformation retraction h : I ˆ pX Ñ pX preserving α with a
Γ-internal purely n-dimensional image Υtarg contained in X#. Let Υs “ tp P
Υ : hpt, pq “ p for any tu. By its very definition, Υs is contained in the set
Υ1 of Zariski-dense points of Υtarg, which is a purely n-dimensional Γ-internal
subset of X#

gen. It therefore suffices to prove the proposition for the open
complement of Υs in Υ, which is still purely d-dimensional. Otherwise said,
we can assume that Υs “ H.

Let Υ2 “ hpI,Υq. We claim that it is iso-definable, and thus Γ-internal.
By [HL16, Lemma 2.2.8], Υ2 is strict pro-definable. Since Υ Ď X#, the set
Υ2 is contained in X# as well by [HL16, Theorem 11.1.1] and the latter is
strict ind-definable. Hence by compactness, we see that hpI,Υq is a strict
pro-definable subset of a definable set, thus is iso-definable. Note also that
the homotopy built in [HL16] is Zariski-generalizing, so Υ2 Ď X#

gen.
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Since Υs “ H, for every p P Υ there are some ap, bp in I with ap ă bp such
that h|rap,bps : rap, bps Ñ pX is injective. Since Υ2 is Γ-internal, the induced
function h : I ˆ Υ Ñ Υ2 is a definable function in the o-minimal sense. Let
x “ hpp, tq be a point of Υ2, with t and p defined over k. We claim that
dimp Υ2 “ d ` 1. Indeed, since dimp Υ “ d, there exists a point q in U
that specializes to p (when viewed as a type over k) and such that αpqq is
d-dimensional over k (i.e., its coordinates generate a group of rational rank d
over Γpkq). Now up to replacing t if necessary by an endpoint of an interval
containing t on which hpp, ¨q is constant, we may assume that there exists a
non-singleton segment J Ď I having t as one of its endpoints such that hpp, ¨q|J
is injective. If K is some subinterval of J containing t defined over kpqq and on
which hpq, ¨q is constant then since h is continuous and thus is compatible with
specialisation, both endpoints of K have to specialize to t. Thus there exists
a non-singleton segment K contained in J and defined over kpqq, having one
endpoint τ that specializes to t, on which hpq, ¨q is injective. Now let us choose
an element τ 1 of K that specializes to t and such that kpτ 1q is of dimension 1
over kpqq. By construction hpq, τ 1q is a point of Υ2 that specializes to hpp, tq
and that is pd` 1q-dimensional over k, whence our claim.

It follows that Υ2 is of pure dimension d`1, and it contains Υ. By induction
Υ2 is contained in some purely n-dimensional Γ-internal subset of X#

gen, and
we are done.

Combining Proposition 4.6 and Proposition 4.7 we get the following struc-
ture theorem for Γ-internal subsets of X#

gen.

4.8. Theorem. — Let X be an n-dimensional integral scheme of finite type
over k, and let Υ Ď X#

gen be a Γ-internal subset defined over k. There exists
a dense open subset U of X and finitely many morphisms ϕ1, . . . , ϕm from U

to Gn
m such that Υ Ď

Ť

j ϕ
´1
j p

pSnq.

This theorem has an interesting consequence concerning the closure Υ of Υ,
or at least its subset Υgen consisting of Zariski-generic points (let us mention
that the general structure of the closure of an arbitrary Γ-internal subset is
poorly understood).

4.9. Corollary. — Let X be an n-dimensional integral scheme of finite type
over k, and let Υ Ď X#

gen be a Γ-internal subset. The set Υgen is contained in
X# and is Γ-internal.

5. A first finiteness result

The aim in this section is to prove a finiteness result, Theorem 5.7, which
is weaker than our main theorem but will be needed in its proof.
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5.1. Notation. — Throughout this section we fix a valued field k, an n-
dimensional integral k-scheme of finite type X, and a Γ-internal subset Υ of
X#

gen. Every non-zero k-rational function f P kpXq gives rise to a k-definable
map valpfq : Υ Ñ Γ. The set of all such maps is denoted by SkpΥq, or simply
by SpΥq if the ground field k is clearly understood from the context. Elements
of SpΥq will be called regular functions from Υ Ñ Γ. By a constant function
on Υ we shall always mean a k-definable constant function; i.e., an element of
valpkq bQ.

Assume that valpkq is divisible, in which case SpΥq contains the constant
functions. We shall then say for short that SpΥq is finitely pw,`q-generated
up to constant functions if there exist a finite subset E of SpΥq such that SpΥq
is pw,`q -generated by E and the constant functions.

5.2. Remark. — For a subset E of SpΥq to w-generate SpΥq, it suffices by
compactness that for every p P Γ and every f P SpΥq there exists g P E such
that fppq “ gppq.

5.3. Lemma. — Assume that valpkq is divisible. The following are equiva-
lent.

(i) There exists a regular embedding α : Υ ãÑ Γn such that for every β P
SpΥq, the map β ˝ α´1 : αpΥq Ñ Γ is a piecewise affine function (with
integral linear coefficients and arbitrary constant terms).

(ii) There exists a regular embedding α : Υ ãÑ Γn such that for every p P Υ
and every algebraically closed field F containing k, if c |ù p|F , then the
value group of F pcq is generated by αpcq over ΓpF q.

(iii) The set SpΥq is finitely pw,`q-generated up to constant functions.

Proof. — If there exists α as in (i), then α satisfies (ii) as well. Assume that
α satisfies (ii), and let G be the subgroup generated by all components of α.
Let f P SpΥq and let F be the algebraic closure of k (in the monster model).
For every g P G and α P F , let Υg,α be the subset of Υ consisting of all p
such that valpfppqq “ valpαppqq`valpgppqq; this is a definable subset of Υ, and
Υ is covered by the sets Υg,α. It follows that it is covered by finitely many
of them, whence (iii). Now assume that (iii) is fulfilled; then if one takes
for α the map given by any finite system of generators of SpΥq modulo the
constant functions, (i) is fulfilled (note that (iii) and the existence of a regular
embedding of Υ forces α to be itself an embedding).

Our purpose is now to show that if valpkq is divisible and k is defectless,
SpΥq is finitely pw,`q-generated up to constant functions. (Recall that a
valued field F is called defectless or stable if every finite extension of F is
defectless; to avoid any risk of confusion with the model-theoretic notion of
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stability use the terminology defectless instead of stable.) The core of the
proof is the following proposition about valued field extensions.

5.4. Proposition. — Let F ãÑ K ãÑ L be finitely generated extensions of
valued fields, with K “ F paq and L “ Kpbq. We make the following assump-
tions:

(1) F is defectless;
(2) K is Abhyankar over F ;
(3) respKq “ respF q;
(4) valpLq “ valpKq;
(5) L is finite over K.
Then there exists a quantifier-free formula ϕpx, yq in the language of valued

fields with parameters in F such that L |ù ϕpa, bq, and such that whenever
L1 “ F pa1, b1q is a valued field extension with L1 |ù ϕpa1, b1q and the residue
field of K 1 :“ F pa1q is a regular exension of respF q, then valpL1q “ valpK 1q.

Proof. — Since F is defectless, K is defectless as well (this was proved by
Kuhlmann in [Kuh10], but for the reader’s convenience we give a new proof
of this fact in Appendix A with model-theoretic tools based upon [HL16], see
Theorem A.1). Therefore Lh is a defectless finite extension of Kh; let d denote
its degree. By assumption one has valpLhq “ valpKhq, so that respLhq is of
degree d over respF hq. Otherwise said, respLq is of degree d over respKq.

Now let c1, . . . , cr be elements of respLq that generate it over respF q; for
every i, let Pi be a polynomial in i variables with coefficients in respF q such that
Pirc1, . . . , ci´1, T s is the minimal polynomial of ci over respF qrc1, . . . , ci´1s.
Choose a monic lift Qi of Pi with coefficients in the ring of integers of F , and
an element Ri of F pXqrY s such that F paqrbs is a lift of ci. Let Φpx, yq be the
formula

valpRipx, yqq “ 0 and valrQipR1px, yq, . . . , Ripx, yqqs ą 0 for all i.
Now Lh is a compositum of L and Kh, so it is generated by b over Kh.

Hence there exists a sub-tuple b1 of b of size d such that b is contained in
the Kh-vector space generared by b1. As Kh is the definable closure of K, the
latter property can be rephrased as Ψpa, bq for some formula Ψ in the language
of valued fields, with parameters in F .

Now let L1 :“ F pa1, b1q be a valued extension of F , and set K 1 “ F pa1q.
Assume that respK 1q is a regular extension of F , and that

L1 |ù Φpa1, b1q and Ψpa1, b1q.
Then Ψpa1, b1q ensures that pL1qh is at most d-dimensional over pK 1qh, while
Φpa1, b1q ensures that respL1q contains a field isomorphic to respF qpc1, . . . , crq “
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respLq. Since respK 1q is regular over respKq “ respF q, the residue field respL1q
contains a field isomorphic to respLq brespF q respK 1q, which is of degree d over
respK 1q. As a consequence,

rL1 : K 1s “ rrespL1q : respK 1qs “ d and valpL1q “ valpK 1q.

5.5. Generic types of closed balls. — In practice, the above proposition
will be applied for a realizing the generic type of a ball over F . Let us collect
here some basic facts about such types. If γ is an element of Γ, we denote
by rγ the type of the closed ball of (valuative) radius γ, which belongs to xA1

and even to A1#. More generally if γ “ pγ1, . . . , γnq we shall denote by rγ
the type rγ1 b . . .b rγn , which is the generic type of the n-dimensional ball of
polyradius pγ1, . . . , γnq and belongs to An#.

Now let F be a valued field, let K be a valued extension of F and let
a1, . . . , ar, ar`1, . . . , an be elements of Lˆ. Assume the following:

(1) the group elements valpa1q, . . . , valparq are Z-linearly independent over
valpF q;

(2) one has valpaiq “ 0 for i “ r ` 1, . . . , n and the residue classes of the ai
for i “ r ` 1, . . . , n are algebraically independent over respF q.

Set γi “ valpaiq for i “ 1, . . . , n. Then under these assumptions one has
a |ù rγ |F pγq.

Conversely, assume that a |ù rγ |F pγq. Then valpaiq “ 0 for i “ r ` 1, . . . , n,
the residue classes of the ai for i “ r ` 1, . . . , n are algebraically independent
over respF q and respF par`1, . . . , anq is generated by the residue classes of the
ai, so is purely transcendental of degree n ´ r over respF q. In particular,
this is a regular extension of respF q. Now the valpaiq for i “ 1, . . . , r are Z-
linearly independent, the group valpF pa1, . . . , anqq is generated over the group
valpF par`1, . . . anqq “ valpF q by the valpaiq for i “ 1, . . . , r, so it is free of
rank r modulo valpF q; and the residue field of F pa1, . . . , anq is equal to that
of F par`1, . . . , anq, so it is purely transcendental of degree n´ r over respF q;
in particular, this is a regular extension of the latter.

5.6. Lemma. — Let F be a valued field and let p be a strongly dominated
(global) type with canonical parameter of definition γ P Γn. Let b |ù p|F pγq and
set K “ F pbq. Then:

1. γ is definable over F pbq ;
2. F pbq is an Abhyankar extension of F .

Proof. — Let us start with (1). Let Φ be an automorphism of the monster
model fixing F pbq pointwise. One has to show that Φ fixes γ, or p – this
amounts to the same. Set δ “ Φpγq and q “ Φppq. Let A be a Φ-invariant
subset of Γ containing γ. Since p is orthogonal to Γ, the restriction p|F pγq
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implies a complete type r over F pAq, which coincides necessarily with the type
of b over F pAq. Thus p contains the type of b over F pAq, and so does Φppq
since both b and A are Φ-invariant. So p and Φppq are two global generically
stable F pAq-definable types that coincide over F pAq; it follows that they are
equal.

Now we prove (2). By replacing γ by a suitable subtuple if necessary, we may
and do assume that γ “ pγ1, . . . , γnq where the γi are Z-linearly independent
over valpF q. Now choose c “ pc1, . . . , cnq realizing rγ over F pbq. Then by stable
domination, b realizes p over F pγ, cq and in particular over F pcq. The type p
is strongly stably dominated, and it is definable over F pcq by construction. So
respF pbqq is of transcendence degree dimX over respF pcqq, and F pb, cq is thus
Abhyankar over F pcq, hence over F since F pcq is Abhyankar over F . Then
F pbq is Abhyankar over F .

5.7. Theorem. — Let k be a defectless valued field with divisible value group.
Let X be an n-dimensional integral k-scheme of finite type, and let Υ be a Γ-
internal subset of X#

gen Ď pX. Then SpΥq is finitely pw,`q-generated up to
constant functions.

Proof. — We shall prove the following: for every p P Υ, there exists a k-
definable subset W of Υ containing p and finitely many functions a1, . . . , an in
kpXqˆ such that for every x PW and every f P SpΥq, the element valpfpxqq of
Γ belongs to the group generated by valpkq and the valpaipxqq. This will allow
us to conclude. Indeed, assume that this statement has been proved. Then
by compactness there is a finite cover W of Υ with finitely many sets W as
above. Hence SpΥq is p`,`q-generated by the ai up to constant functions.

So, let p P Υ. By Lemma 5.6, one can realize p over F by a tuple pb, aq such
that the following are satisfied:

(1) b is algebraic over F paq ;
(2) a “ pa1, . . . , ar, . . . , anq where all the ai are invertible, the elements

valpa1q, . . . , valparq are Z-linearly independent over valpF q and generate
valpF pa, bqq modulo valpF q, valpaiq “ 0 for all i between r`1 and n, and
the residue classes of ar`1, . . . , an are algebraically independent over F ;
otherwise said, if one sets γi “ valpaiq then a realizes the type rγ over F ;

(3) p is definable over F pγ1, . . . , γrq.
(Note that (2) can be achieved since valpF pb, aqq{valpF q is torsion-free, which
comes from our assumption that valpF q is divisible.)

Since p is Zariski-generic, a and b can be interpreted as a tuple of rational
functions on X, giving rise to a map π from a dense open subset of X to
AnF . In particular, π induced a map (which we still denote by π) from Υ
to xAnF , and condition (2) above can be rephrased by telling that πppq “ rγ
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πppq|F pγq “ rγ |F pγq; as both πppq and rγ are generically stable types defined
over F pγq, it follows that πppq “ rγ .

Moreover, the tower F par`1, . . . , anq Ď F paq Ď F pa, bq fulfills the condi-
tions of Proposition 5.4; hence the latter provides a formula ϕpy, x1, . . . , xrq
with coefficients in F par`1, . . . , anq, which we can see as the evaluation at
par`1, . . . , anq of a formula ψpy, x1, . . . , xnq.

Now let W be the subset of Υ defined as the set of types q satisfying the
following conditions, with δi :“ valpaipqqq

(a) πpqq “ rδ;
(b) δi “ 0 for r ` 1 ď i ď r;
(c) ψpbpqq, a1pqq, . . . , anpqqq holds.
Then W is an F -definable subset of Υ – as far as condition (a) is con-

cerned this is by Lemma 8.2.9 in [HL16], and it contains p. Now let q be
a point of W . Set b1 “ bpqq and a1 “ apqq, and γ1i “ valpa1iq for all i. Con-
dition (a) and (b) ensure that F pa1q has a residue field which is regular over
respF pa1r`1, . . . , a

1
nqq. Indeed, up to applying an invertible monomial transfor-

mation to pa11, . . . , a1rq and renormalizing, we can assume that there is some s
such that valpa11q, . . . , valpa1sq are free modulo valpF q and that valpa1tq “ 0 for
s`1 ď t ď r, in which case the result is obvious since the residue field we con-
sider is then purely transcendental of degree r´s over that of F pa1r`1, . . . , a

1
nq.

Using the fact that F pa1r`1, . . . , anq » F par`1, . . . , anq as valued exten-
sions of F (with a1i corresponding to ai) and the definition of ψ, we see that
valpF pb1, a1qq “ valpF pa1qq. Otherwise said, the value group of q is generated
by the aipqq and valpF q, which ends the proof.

Our purpose is now to show how the results of section 5 extend quite
straightforwardly, at least on affine charts, when Υ is not assumed to con-
sist only of Zariski-generic points.

5.8. A more general setting. — We still denote by k a defectless valued
field with divisible value group. Let X be an affine k-scheme of finite type, and
let Υ be a Γ-internal subset of X# Ď pX. Let X1, . . . , Xm be the irreducible
Zariski-closed subsets of X whose generic point supports an element of Υ; for
each i, set

X 1i “ Xiz
ď

j,XjĹXi

Xj

and Υi “ Υ X xX 1i. By construction, Υ “
š

Υi and for all i, Υi consists only
in Zariski-generic points in in xX 1i. We denote by SpΥq the set of k-definable
functions of the form valpfq with f a regular function on X.
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5.9. Proposition. — There exists a finite set E of regular functions on X
such that for every f P SpΥq, there exists a finite covering pDaqa of Υ by closed
definable subsets and, for each a, an element λ of k, a finite family pe1, . . . , e`q
of elements of E, and a finite family pε1, . . . , ε`q of elements of t´1, 1u such
that:
˛ εj “ 1 if ej vanishes on Da ;
˛ f “ valpλeε1

1 . . . eε`` q identically on Da.

Proof. — For all i, we can apply Theorem 5.7 to the integral scheme X 1i and
the Γ-internal set Υi; let Ei be the finite set of rational functions on X 1i
provided by this theorem. Write Ei “ tgij{hijuj where gij and hij are non-
zero regular functions on the integral affine scheme Xi. For all pi, jq, let g1ij
and h1ij denote lifts of gij and hij to the ring OXpXq. We then might take for
E the set of all g1ij and h1ij .

6. Specialisations and Lipschitz embeddings

As before, Υ is a Γ-internal subset of X#
gen for X a separated integral scheme

of finite type over K. The goal of this section is to show the existence of
regular embeddings of Υ in some Γn such that SpΥq becomes exactly the set
of Lipschitz definable functions under certain assumptions. We begin with
some definitions.

6.1. Definition. — Let α : Υ Ñ Γn be a definable morphism and set W “

αpΥq.
1. We say α is regular if α is given by valpfq for a tuple of regular functions
f . item If α is an embedding, then we say α´1 : W Ñ Υ is an integral
parameterization if for any rational function f defined on Υ, valpfq ˝α´1

is piecewise Z-affine. We will also call α integral in this case.
2. If α is an embedding, then we say α´1 : W Ñ Υ is Lipschitz if for any

non zero rational function f on X, valpfq ˝ α´1 is a Lipschitz function.
We will also say α is Lipschitz.

3. We say α is a good embedding if it is integral and Lipschitz.

It is immediate from the definition that if α : Υ Ñ Γn is a regular embedding
that is Lipschitz and f is another regular function on X, then pα, fq : Υ Ñ

Γn`1 is also Lipschitz. Before the discussion of good embeddings, we need to
recall some basic facts about ACV2F and specialisations, that will provide an
important criterion for the existence of good embeddings.
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6.2. ACV2F-specialisations. — We consider a triple pK2,K1,K0q of fields
with surjective, non-injective places rij : Ki Ñ Kj for i ą j, with r20 “
r10 ˝ r21, such structures are also called V2F. The places r21 and r20 give rise
to two valuations on K2, which we denote by val21 and val20 respectively. We
denote by Γij and RESij the corresponding value groups and residue fields.
We consider pK2,K1,K0q as a substructure of a model of the theory ACV2F
introduced in [HL16, Chapter 9.3]. We will use K210 to denote the structure
pK2,K1,K0q. It is clearly an expansion of pK2, val21q via an expansion of the
residue field and an expansion of pK2, val20q by a convex subgroup in the value
group. We will focus on the latter expansion.

Let X be an affine integral scheme of finite type over K2, we will use X20
when we view X as a definable set in an ambient model of ACVF extending
pK2, val20q and X21 is defined analogously. There is a natural map s : X#

20 Ñ

X#
21 which can be described as follows. By [HL16, Lemma 9.3.8], we have that

p generates a complete p210 in ACV2F. By [HL16, Lemma 9.3.10], we see that
for stably dominated types p P yX20, the corresponding p210 as an ACV2F-type
is stably dominated. Let dimppq denote the dimension of the Zariski closure
of p. Let L |ù ACV2F extending K210 and c |ù p|L. Since p corresponds
to an Abhyankar point in the space of valuations, we see that the residual
transcendence degree of tp 21pc{Lq is still dimppq, so tp 21pc{Lq extends to a
type sppq in X#

21. (Note that here we work in the restricted language where
the only valuation is val21.)

6.3. Lemma. — Let Y Ď X#
20 be an ACV2FK210-definable set, then s|Y is a

definable function.

Proof. — By the way s is defined, it is a pro-definable function by considering
the ϕ-definitions. Hence it is definable by compactness.

We need one last lemma before stating our criterion with respect to spe-
cialisations.

6.4. Lemma. — Let pK2,K1,K0q |ù ACV2F and Y be a definable set
of imaginaries in ACVFK21. If Y is Γ20-internal as a definable set in
ACV2FK210, then Y is Γ-internal in K21.

Proof. — By the classification of imaginaries in ACVF [HHM06, Theorem
1.01], if Y is not Γ-internal in K21, there is an ACVFK21-definable map (possi-
bly after expanding the language by some constants) that is generically surjec-
tive onto the residue field. By assumption, Y is Γ20-internal as an ACV2FK210
set. This yields a generically surjective map Γ20 Ñ RES21. Composing with
the dominant place RES21 Ñ RES20, we obtain an ACV2F-definable map
Γ20 Ñ RES20 that is generically surjective. By [HL16, Lemma 9.3.1(4)],
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one checks immediately that the two sorts Γ20 and RES20 are orthogonal in
ACV2F, hence a contradiction.

6.5. Specialisable maps and Lipschitz condition. — Now we introduce
the notion of specialisations of maps. Let pK, vq be a valued field, we denote
by ρpKq the set of convex subgroups of ΓpKq. Clearly, if K is of transcendence
degreem over the prime field, then |ρpKq| ď m`1. For each ∆ P ρpKq, we have
a valuation val21 : K Ñ ΓpKq{∆ given by quotienting out by ∆, which gives
rise to a V2F structure we shall denote by Kr∆s. Each choice of ∆ specifies
an expansion of ACVFK to ACV2FK by interpreting the convex subgroup to
be the convex hull of ∆. Moreover, by varying ∆ one exhausts all the possible
expansions of ACVFK to ACV2FK . Let X be an integral separated scheme
of finite type over K as before. We write X∆ to denote X as a definable set
in ACVFKr∆s. We use s∆ to denote the map s defined in Section 6.2 when
we expand ACVFK to ACV2FKr∆s. Note that the ACV2FKr∆s describe all
the possible expansions of ACV2F with constants for K. Let Υ Ď X# be a
Γ-internal set definable over K. We use Υ∆ to denote s∆pΥq. Similarly, if
α : Υ Ñ Γn is some regular embedding. We use α∆ : Υ∆ Ñ Γn21 to denote the
corresponding map.

6.6. Definition. — Let α : Υ ãÑ Γn be a regular embedding and let K be
a field over which α is defined. We say α is specialisable if for every convex
subgroup ∆ of ΓpKq the map α∆ is still an embedding.

6.7. Remark. — If α : Υ ãÑ Γn is a regular embedding and β : Υ Ñ Γm is
any regular map, then pα, βq : Υ Ñ Γn`m is a regular embedding.

6.8. Remark. — Assume α : Υ Ñ Γn is specialisable and defined over K,
and Υ1 Ď Υ is definable but not necessarily over K. If α is specialisable, so is
α|Υ1 . Indeed, let L Ě K be such that Υ1 is defined over L, any expansion of
ACVFL to ACV2FL by some ∆1 gives an expansion of ACVFK to ACV2FK
by some ∆. As α is specialisable, α∆ is an embedding for any ∆, thus α|Υ1 is
specialisable.

6.9. Theorem. — Let X be an affine integral scheme of finite type over a
valued field K and let Υ Ď X# be a Γ-internal subset. Let K0 be a finitely
generated field over which all the above is defined. Then there exists a Kalg

0 -
definable regular embedding of Υ that is specialisable.

Proof. — For each ∆ P ρpK0q, by Lemma 6.4, we have that Υ∆ Ď X#
∆ is

Γ-internal in ACVFK0r∆s.
Consider X as embedded in some affine space. We use Hd to denote the

image in OXpXq of the set of polynomials of degree at most d. By [HL16,
Corollary 6.2.5], for each ∆, there is an integer dp∆q such that for any d ě dp∆q
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there exist finitely many hi P Hd providing a regular embedding of Υ∆ in Γs for
some s. Moreover, the functions hi are defined over K0r∆salg and by [HL16,
Lemma 6.2.2], we may assume that they form a basis in the sense that any
h P Hd is w-generated by the hi. Call such an embedding αd. Thus if one takes
d to be greater or equal to all the dp∆q, then we see that αd is specialisable.

6.10. Proposition. — Let X be an affine integral scheme of finite type over
a valued field K and let Υ Ď X# be a Γ-internal subset. If α : Υ ãÑ Γn is a
specialisable embedding, then the image of SpΥq is contained in the group of
Lipschitz functions. In other words, all the log-rational functions are Lipschitz
and α is Lipschitz.

Proof. — We let W “ αpΥq and use pw to denote α´1pwq for w PW . Assume
there is some f P KpXq such that w ÞÑ pwpfq is not Lipschitz. Going to an
elementary extention, we may assume there is w1, w2 PW such that |pw2pfq´
pw1pfq| ą n|w1 ´ w2| for all n P N. Take C to be the convex subgroup
generated by |w1 ´ w2|. Consider L to be the same field with the valuation
given by quotienting out by C. By our assumption on specialisability, we
have that αL is an embedding. However, we have w1 “ w2, while pw1pfq “

pw1pfq ` C ‰ pw2pfq ` C “ pw2pfq, a contradiction.

6.11. Corollary. — Let X be an affine integral scheme of finite type over
an algebraically closed valued field K and let Υ Ď X# be a Γ-internal set.
Then there exists a good embedding Υ ãÑ Γn.

Proof. — By Theorem 6.9 and Proposition 6.10 there exists a Lipschitz em-
bedding α : Υ ãÑ Γn. On the other hand, by Theorem 5.7, SpΥq is is finitely
pw,`q-generated up to constants, hence by Lemma 5.3 there exists an integral
embedding α1 : Υ ãÑ Γn1 . Thus the concatenation α and α1 provides a good
embedding Υ ãÑ Γn`n1 .

7. The main theorem

In this section, we prove the theorem stated in Section 1.3 and we transfer
it into the Berkovich setting.

7.1. Lemma. — Let k be a valued field with infinite residue field, let X be a
geometrically integral k-scheme and let Υ Ď X#

gen be a k-definable Γ-internal
subset defined over k. The group SpΥq is stable under min and max.

Proof. — It is enough to prove stability under min. Let p be a point of
Υ. If there exists a scalar a of valuation zero such that valpfppq ` agppqq ą
minpvalpfqppq, valpgppqqq then respaq is a well-defined element of the residue
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field which we call θppq; otherwise we set (say) θppq “ 0. Then θ is a k-
definable map from the Γ-internal set Υ to the residue field. By orthogonality
between the value group and the residue sorts, θ has finite image. Since k
has infinite residue field, there exists an element a P Oˆk whose residue class
does not belong to the image of θ. Then f ` ag ‰ 0 and valpfppq ` agppqq “
minpvalpfppqq, valpgppqqq for all p P Υ.

In the situation of the lemma above, it thus makes sense to speak about
an p`,`q-generating system of elements of SpΥq. As for pw,`q-generation, we
shall say for short that SpΥq is finitely p`,`q-generated up to the constant
functions if there exists a finite subset E of SpΥq such that E and the k-
definable constant functions (i.e., the constant functions taking values in Qb
valpkˆq) p`,`q-generate SpΥq.

7.2. Theorem. — Let k be an algebraically closed valued field. Let X be an
integral scheme of finite type over k and let Υ Ď X#

gen be a Γ-internal subset
defined over k. The group SpΥq is stable under min and max and is finitely
p`,`q-generated up to constant functions.

Proof. — By Theorem 6.9, there is a k-definable good embedding α : Υ Ñ Γn
for some n. By Theorem 5.7, SpΥq is pw,`q-finitely generated up to constant
functions. Let f1, . . . , fm be finitely many k-rational functions whose valu-
ations pw,`q-generate SpΥq up to constant functions, adjoining the valpfiq
as new coordinates of α, we may furthermore assume that SpΥq is pw,`q-
generated by the components of α and the constant functions. By possibly
enlarging once again α and replacing X with a suitable dense Zariski-open sub-
set we can also assume that α “ valpfq for some closed immersion f : X Ñ Gn

m;
in particular, α is definably proper and induces a definable homeomorphism
Υ » αpΥq.

Let f in SpΥq. Since α is a specialisable embedding whose coordinates
pw,`q-generate SpΥq up to the constant functions, the composition f ˝ α´1

viewed as a Γ-valued function on αpΥq is piecewise Z-affine and Lipschitz.
In view of Theorem 3.13, this implies that f ˝ α´1 is an `-combination of
finitely many Z-affine functions, so that f itself is an p`,`q-combination of
the components of α and of constant functions.

7.3. Remark. — Assume that k is algebraically closed and let pf1, . . . , fnq be
a family of rational functions on X such that SpΥq is pw,`q-generated (resp.
p`,`q-generated) by the valpfiq and the constant (k-definable) functions. Then
for every algebraically closed extension L of k, the valpfiq and the L-definable
constant functions pw,`q-generate (resp. p`,`q-generate) SLpΥq (work with
a bounded family of rational functions and use compactness).
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Our purpose is now to state and prove the Berkovich avatar of our main
theorem. We fix a non-archimedean complete field F . For all n, we denote
by SF,n the closed subset tηrurPpRˆ

`
qn

of Gn,an
m,F , where ηr is the semi-norm

ř

aIT ÞÑ max|aI |rI .
In [Duc12], 4.6 a general notion of a skeleton is defined for an F -analytic

space; the subset Sn,F of Gn,an
m,F is the archetypal example of such an object.

But this notion is however slightly too analytic for our purposes here: in-
deed, if X is an algebraic variety over F then Xan might have plenty of skeleta
in the sense of [Duc12] that cannot be handled by our methods, since they
would not correspond to any Γ-internal subset of pX, by lack of algebraic defin-
ability. For instance, assume that F is algebraically closed and non-trivially
valued, and let f be any non-zero analytic function of A1,an

F with countably
many zeroes. Let U be the non-vanishing locus of f , and let Σ be the preimage
of S1,F under f : U Ñ Gm. Then Σ is a skeleton in the sense of [Duc12], but
topologically this is only a locally finite graph, with countably many branch
points. We thus shall need to focus on “algebraic” skeleta.

7.4. Theorem. — Let us assume that F is algebraically closed. Let X be an
integral F -scheme of finite type, and let n be its dimension. Let ϕ1, . . . , ϕr be
maps Ui Ñ Gn

m,F where the Ui are dense open subsets of X, and let S Ď Xan be
a subset of

Ť

i ϕ
´1
i pSnq defined by a Boolean combination of norm inequalities

between non-zero rational functions.
There exist finitely many non-zero rational functions f1, . . . , fm on X such

that the following hold.
(1) The functions log|f1|, . . . , log|fm| identify S with a piecewise-linear subset

of Rm (i.e., a subset defined by a Boolean combination of inequalities
between Q-affine functions).

(2) The group of real-valued functions on S of the form log|g| for g a non-
zero rational function on X is stable under min and max and is p`,`q-
generated by the log|fi| and the constant functions of the form log|λ| with
λ P Fˆ.

Proof. — The subset pSpLq of pX given by the same definition as S mutatis
mutandis is a Γ-internal set containd in X#

gen to which we can thus apply
Theorem7.2. The theorem above then follows by noticing that if L denotes
a non-archimedean maximally complete extension of F with value group the
whole of Rˆ

`, then S is naturally homeomorphic to pSpLq.

7.5. Remark. — Note that by Proposition 4.6 the condition that S is a
subset of some

Ť

i ϕ
´1
i pSnq holds as soon as S is the image of ΥpLq under the

projection pXpLq Ñ Xan with Υ some F -definable Γ-internal subset of X#
gen

and L as in the above proof.
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7.6. Remark. — We insist that we require that the ground field be alge-
braically closed. Indeed, our theorems (for stable completions as well as for
Berkovich spaces) definitely do not hold over an arbitrary non-Archimedean
field, even in a weaker version with pw,`q-generation instead of p`,`q-
generation, as witnessed by a counter-example that was communicated to the
authors by Michael Temkin. For the reader’s convenience we will first detail
the original counter-example which is written in the Berkovich’s language, and
then a model-theoretic variant thereof in the Hrushovski-Loeser’s language.
7.6.1. The Berkovich version. — Let F be a non-archimedean field and let F
be the completion of an algebraic closure of F ; assume that the residue field
of F is of positive characteristic p and that F admits an immediate extension
L of degree p, say L :“ F pαq with α P F. By general valuation theory, the
distance r between α and F is not achieved.

For every s ě r let ξs be the image on P1,an
F of the Shilov point of the

closed F-disc with center α and radius s. If s ą r there exists βs in F with
|α ´ βs| ď s, and ξs is the Shilov point of the closed F -disc with center βs
and radius s; but as far as ξr is concerned, it is the Shilov point of an affinoid
domain V of P1,an

F without rational point.
Let v be a rigid point of V . It corresponds to an element ω of F algebraic

over F and whose distance to F is equal to r and not achieved. Therefore the
extension F pωq has defect over F , which forces its degree to be divisible by p.
Otherwise said, rH pvq : F s is divisible by p.

In particular if f is any non-zero element of F pT q, the divisor of f |V has
degree divisible by p, so that there exists some s ą r such that the slope of
log|f | on pξr, ξsq is divisible by p.

Now assume that there exists a finite set E of non-zero rational functions
such that on the skeleton rξr,8q, every function of the form log|g| with g in
F pT qˆ belongs piecewise to the group generated by the log|h| for h P EYFˆ.
Then there would exist some s ą r such that for every g as above, all slopes of
plog|g|q|rξr,ξss are divisible by p. Taking g “ T ´ βs yields to a contradiction.
7.6.2. The model-theoretic version. — Let F be a perfect valued field of pos-
itive residue characteristic p such that there exists an irreducible separable
polynomial P P F rT s with the following property: the smallest closed ball
containing all roots of P has no F -rational points, but any bigger F -definable
closed ball has one F -point (it is not difficult to exhibit such pairs pF, P q; the
easiest case is that of pure characteristic p, where one can take any perfect
field F with an height 1 valuation having an element s with valpsq ă 0 such
that T p ´ T ´ s has no root in F , and take P “: T p ´ T ´ s; for instance,
the perfect closure of Fppsq equipped with the p1{sq-adic valuation will do the
job).
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Let b be the smallest closed ball containing the roots of P , and let B be
a bigger F -definable closed ball. Let I be the interval between their generic
points; this is a Γ-internal subset of xP1 contained in P1,#

gen . This interval is
naturally parameterized by the interval rV, vs where V is the valuative radius
of B and v is that of b, and we will identify them. In particular a linear
function from I to Γ has a well-defined slope. We will be interested in the
germ of functions on I towards the endpoint v. The number of roots in b of
every irreducible polynomial of F rT s is divisible by p, for otherwise averaging
the roots would produce an F -rational point in b. Hence every polynomial,
and indeed every rational function in F pT q, has slope divisible by p on some
interval pi, vq inside I. If the group of functions valpfq|I were finitely pw,`q-
generated m up to constants, there would be a fixed i ă 0 (defined over F )
such that all val-rational functions have slope divisible by p on ri, vs. Now
pick an F -rational point a in the closed ball containing b of valuative radius
pi` vq{2; then T ´ a has slope one on ppi` vq{2, vs, contradiction.

8. Applications to (motivic) volumes of skeleta

It follows from Theorem 5.7 on finite pw,`q-generation that skeleta are
endowed with a canonical piecewise Z-affine structure. In this section we
explain how this implies the existence of canonical volumes for skeleta.

8.1. Some Grothendieck semirings of Γ. — We shall consider various
Grothendieck semirings of Γ analogous to those introduced in §9 of [HK06]
(see also [HK08] for a detailed study of the rich structure of such semirings).
Let Γ be a non-trivial divisible ordered abelian group and let A be a fixed sub-
group of Γ. We work in the theory DOAGA of (non-trivial) divisible ordered
Abelian groups with distinguished constants for elements of the subgroup A.
Fix a non negative integer N . One defines a category ΓpNq as follows (since
there is no risk of confusion we omit the A from the notation). An object of
ΓpNq is a finite disjoint union of subsets of ΓN defined by linear equalities and
inequalities with Z-coefficients and constants in A. A morphism f between to
two objects X and Y of ΓpNq is a bijection such that there exists a finite par-
tition X “

Ť

1ďiďrXi with Xi in ΓpNq, matrices Mi P GLN pZq and constants
ai P A

N , such that for x P Xi, fpxq “Mix` ai. We denote by K`pΓpNqq the
Grothendieck semigroup of this category, that is the free abelian semigroup
generated by isomorphism classes of objects of ΓpNq modulo the cut and past
relation. The inclusion map ΓN Ñ ΓN`1 given by x ÞÑ px, 0q induces an in-
clusion functor ΓpNq Ñ ΓpN ` 1q and we denote by Γp8q the colimit of the
categories ΓpNq. We may identify the Grothendieck semigroup K`pΓp8qq of
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Γp8q with the colimit of the semigroups K`pΓpNqq. It is endowed with a natu-
ral structure of a semiring. We may also consider the full subcategory ΓbddpNq
of ΓpNq consisting of bounded sets, that is definable subsets of r´γ, γsN for
some non negative γ P Γ (which can be chosen in A), and the corresponding
full subcategory Γbddp8q of Γp8q and its Grothendieck semiring. The above
categories admit natural filtrations F ¨ by dimension, with Fn the subcategory
generated by objects of o-minimal dimension ď n and we will also consider
the induced filtration on Grothendieck rings.

8.2. Volumes. — Let R be a real closed field. Fix integers 0 ď n ď N .
Let W be a bounded piecewise Z-linear definable subset of RN of o-minimal
dimension n. We denote by volnpW q its n-dimensional volume which can
defined in the following way. After decompositing into simplices, it is enough
to define the volume of a simplex spanned by n` 1-points, which one can do
via the classical formula over R, chosing the normalization such that, for any
family pe1, . . . , enq of n vectors in RN with integer coordinates which can be
completed to a basis of the abelian group ZN , the volume of the simplex with
vertices the origin and the endpoints of e1, . . . , en is 1

n! . When R “ R, voln is
well-defined thanks to the existence of the Lebesgue measure. In general, the
well-definedness of voln follows from the case of R since after increasing R one
can assume it is an an elementary extension of R.

Thus, for any embedding β : AÑ R with R a real closed field and any inte-
ger n, voln induces a morphism voln,β : FnKbdd

` pΓpNqq{Fn´1Kbdd
` pΓpNqq Ñ

R which stabilizes to a morphism voln,β : FnKbdd
` pΓp8qq{Fn´1Kbdd

` pΓp8qq Ñ
R.

8.3. Motivic volumes of skeleta. — Let us assume that we are in the
setting of Theorem 5.7, that is, k is a defectless valued field with divisible
value group, X is an n-dimensional integral k-scheme of finite type and Υ
is a Γ-internal subset of X#

gen Ď pX. Then, by Theorem 5.7, SpΥq is finitely
pw,`q-generated up to constant functions. Let α : Υ Ñ ΓN be a definable
embedding of the form pvalpf1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , valpfN qq where the functions valpfiq are
pw,`q-generating SpΥq up to constant functions. We take for A the group
valpkˆq.

8.4. Proposition. — The class of αpΥq in K`pΓp8qq does not depend on
α.

Proof. — Consider α1 : Υ Ñ ΓN 1 another definable embedding of the form
pvalpf 11q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , valpf 1N 1qq with the functions valpf 1iq pw,`q-generating SpΥq up
to constant functions. After adding zeroes we may assume N “ N 1. Since the
functions valpfiq are pw,`q-generating SpΥq up to constant functions, there
exists a finite partition of Υ into definable pieces Υj such that on each Υj we
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may write pvalpf 1iqq “ Mjppvalpfiqqq ` aj with Mj a matrix with coefficients
in Z and aj P ΓN . Exchanging α and α1 we get that the matrix Mj lies in
GLN pZq.

Thus, to any Γ-internal subset Υ of X#
gen Ď pX, we may assign a well defined

motivic volume MVpΥq in the ring K`pΓp8qq, namely the class of αpΥq for
any embedding α as above.

If Υ is contained in a definably compact set, αpΥq is bounded, thus
MVpΥq lies in FnKbdd

` pΓp8qq and we can consider its n-dimensional volume
voln,βpMVpΥqq in R for any embedding β : Γ Ñ R with R a real closed field.
Similarly, any definable subset of Υ of o-minimal dimension m ď n contained
in a definably compact set has an m-dimensional volume in R.

8.5. Berkovich variants. — These constructions admit direct variants in
the Berkovich setting which are transfered from the previous section 8.3 sim-
ilarly as in the proof of Theorem 7.4.

Fix an algebraically closed non-archimedean complete field F with value
group A. Let X be an integral F -scheme of finite type and of dimension n.
Let S Ď Xan be an algebraic skeleton as in the statement of Theorem 7.4.
Then one can assign similarly as above a well defined class MVpSq to S in
in K`pRp8qq. Furthermore, if S is relatively compact, since A Ď R, one can
consider its n-dimensional volume volnpMVpSqq in R, or more generally its
m-dimensional volume if S of dimension ď m.

8.6. Remark. — Note that all the invariants defined above (motivic and
actual volumes) are invariant under birational automorphisms and Galois ac-
tions.

Appendix A. Abhyankar valuations are defectless: a
model-theoretic proof

Let K be a field equipped with a Krull valuation v and let L be a finite
extension of K. Let v1, . . . , vn be the valuations on L extending v, and for
every i, let ei and fi be the ramification and inertia indexes of the valued
field extension pK, vq ãÑ pL, viq. One always has

ř

eifi ď rL : F s, and the
extension L of the valued field pK, vq is said to be defectless if the equality
holds. We shall say that pK, vq is defectless if every finite extension of it
is defectless (such a field is also often called stable in the litterature, but we
think that defectless is a better terminology, if only because stable has a totally
different meaning in model theory).

We shall use here the notion of the graded residue field of a valued field
in the sense of Temkin, see [Tem04] (we will freely apply the basic facts
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about graded commutative algebra which are proved therein). A more model-
theoretic approach of the latter was introduced independently by the second
author and Kazhdan in [HK06] with the notation RVp¨q which we have decided
to adopt here. The key point making this notion relevant for the study of defect
is the following obvious remark: the product eifi can also be interpreted as
the degree of the graded residue extension RVpK, vq ãÑ RVpL, viq.

Examples. Any algebraically closed valued field is defectless; any complete
discretely valued field is defectless ; the function field of an irreducible smooth
algebraic curve, endowed with the discrete valuation associated to a closed
point of the curve, is defectless; any valued field whose residue characteristic
is zero is defectless.

The purpose of this appendix is to give a new proof of the following well-
known theorem.

A.1. Theorem. — Let pK, vq be a defectless valued field, and let G be an
abelian ordered group containing vpKˆq. Let g “ pg1, . . . , gnq be a finite family
of elements of G. Endow KpT q “ KpT1, . . . , Tnq with the “Gauss extension vg
of v with parameter g”, i.e.

vgp
ÿ

aIT
Iq “ min

I
vpaIq ` Ig.

The valued field pKpT q, vgq is still defectless.

This result has been given several proofs by Gruson, Temkin, Ohm,
Kuhlmann, Teissier (see [Gru68], [Tem10], [Ohm89], [Kuh10], [Tei14]).
To our knowledge, the first proof working in full generality was that of
Kuhlmann, the preceeding proofs requiring some additional assumptions
on K and/or on the gi.

Proof. — It is rather long, with several steps.
A.1.1. First easy reduction. — By a straightforward induction argument, we
reduce to the case where n “ 1, and we write now T instead of T1 and g instead
of g1.
A.1.2. Reduction to the case where K is algebraically closed. — We choose
an arbitrary extension w of v to an algebraic closure K of K, and we endow
the field KpT q with the Gauss valuation wg. We assume that pKpT q, wgq is
defectless, and we want to prove that pKpT q, vgq is defectless too; this is the
step in which our defectlessness assumption on K will be used. So, let F be a
finite extension of KpT q, and let us prove that it is defectless.

We begin with a general remark which we will use several times. Let K 1

be a finite extension of K. For every extension v1 of v on K 1 there is a
unique extension of vg on K 1pT q whose restriction to K 1 coincides with v1,
namely the Gauss valuation v1g (indeed, for such an extension the RVpTiq will
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be algebraically independent over RVpK 1q, so this extension is necessarily a
Gauss extension of v1). Then it follows by a direct explicit computation that

RVpK 1pT qq “ RVpKpT qq bRVpKq RVpK 1q,

(where K 1 is endowed with v1 and K 1pT q with v1g) which implies that K 1pT q is
a defectless extension of KpT q.

Let us first handle the case where F is separable over KpT q. Let K 1 be
the separable closure of K in F . By the remark above, K 1pT q is a defectless
extension of KpT q, and it is therefore sufficient to prove that F is a defectless
extension of K 1pT q, thus we can assume that K 1 “ K. The tensor product
L :“ K bK F is then a field, and L is a defectless extension of KpT q since
KpT q is defectless by assumption. Let w1, . . . , wd be the extensions of wg to
L; for every i, let Li be the graded field RVpL,wiq. We have by assumption

rF : KpT qs “ rL : KpT qs “
ÿ

i

rRVpLiq : RVpKpT qqs.

Now each RVpLiq is a finite extension of RVpKpT qq, so it is defined over
RVpEpT qq for E a suitable finite extension of K contained in K, which can be
chosen to work for all i. Let us set

Ei “ RVpF bK E,wi|FbKEq.

By construction, Ei ontains a graded subfield of degree rRVpLiq : RVpKpT qqs
over RVpEpT qq, so that we have

rFbKE : EpT qs “ rF : KpT qs “
ÿ

i

rRVpLiq : RVpKpT qqs ď
ÿ

i

rEi : RVpEpT qqs.

Then
rF bK E : EpT qs “

ÿ

i

rEi : RVpEpT qqs

and F bK E is a defectless extension of EpT q. Moreover, EpT q is a defectless
extension of KpT q by the remark at the beginning of the proof. Therefore
F bK E is a defectless extension of KpT q as well, which in turn forces F to
be defectless over KpT q. We thus are done when F is separable over KpT q.

Now let us handle the general case. In order to prove that F is defectless over
KpT q we may enlarge F , and so we can assume that it is normal over KpT q.
Let F0 be the subfield of F consisting of Galois-invariant elements. This is a
purely inseparable extension of KpT q, and F is separable (and even Galois)
over F0. Since F0 is a finite extension of KpT q, it is contained in K0pT

1{pmq for
some integer m and some purely inseparable finite extension K0 of K (indeed,
if f P KpT q then for every ` the p`-th root f1{p` is contained in the radicial
extension generated by T 1{p` and the p`-th roots of the coefficients of f).
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It is now sufficient to prove that F bF0 K0pT
1{pmq (which is a field since F

and K0pT
1{pmq are respectively separable and purely inseparable over F0) is

defectless over KpT q. But F bF0 K0pT
1{pmq is separable over K0pT

1{pmq, so
it is defectless over K0pT

1{pmq by the above; and K0pT
1{pmq is defectless over

KpT q by direct computation, resting on the fact that K0 is defectless over K,
which ends this first step.

We thus may and do assume from now on that K is algebraically closed.
A.1.3. Reduction to the case of a rational radius. — Let F be a finite exten-
sion of KpT q. We want to prove that F is a defectless over the valued field
pKpT q, vgq and our purpose now is to reduce to the case where g belongs to
vpKˆq.

Let us fix a non-trivially valued, algebraically closed extension L of K whose
value group is contained in G and contains g; let vL denote the valuation of
L. We are going to prove that FL is defectless over pLpT q, vL,gq if and only if
F is defectless over KpT q, which will allow to replace pK, vq with pL, vLq and
thus assume that g P vpKˆq.

Let w be any extension of vL,g to FL :“ F bKpT q LpT q; in what follows,
LpT q and its subfields are understood as endowed with (the restriction of) w.
Let E be a finite dimensional K-vector subspace of F . Using (part of) the
work [HHM06] by Haskell, Hrushovski and Macpherson on the elimination of
imaginaries in the theory ACVF, together with some further results in [HL16],
one gets the following:

(1) the restriction of w to LbK E is a norm which is definable with param-
eters in K Y tgu;

(2) as a consequence of (1), there exists a basis e1, . . . , ed of E over K and
elements h1, . . . , hd of vpKˆq ‘Qg such that wp

ř

aieiq “ min vpaiq ` hi
for every d-uple paiq P Ld.

The formula given in (2) immediately implies that the graded reduction
RVpLbK Eq is equal to RVpLqbRVpKqRVpEq. By a limit argument it follows
that RVpFLq is nothing but the graded fraction field of RVpLq bRVpKq RVpF q.
As RVpLpT qq is itself equal by a direct computation to the graded fraction
field of RVpLq bRVpKq RVpKpT qq, we eventually get

RVpFLq “ RVpLpT qq bRVpKpT qq RVpF q.
In particular we have the equality

p˚q rRVpFLq : RVpLpT qqs “ rRVpF q : RVpKpT qs.
This holds for all extensions w of vL,g to FL (we remind that w is implicitly

involved in the above equality). Let E, resp. EL, be the set of extensions of
vg to F , resp. of vL,g, to FL. There is a natural restriction map from EL to E.
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Now since K is algebraically closed, it follows from Theorem 2.8 (2) of
[Duc12] that there exists a finite subset S of F that separates universally
(i.e., this still holds after an arbitrary ground field extension) the extensions
of Gauss valuations of KpT q to F . In particular, S separates the extensions
of vg to F as well as the extensions of vL,g to FL; it follows that EL Ñ E is
injective. We claim that EL Ñ E is surjective. Indeed, to see this, we may
enlarge F and assume it is Galois over KpT q. Now let ω P E and let w be an
arbitrary element of EL. The restriction w|F belongs to E, so is equal to ω ˝ϕ
for some ϕ P GalpF {KpT qq. Then w ˝ ϕ´1 is a preimage of ω in EL.

Therefore EL Ñ E is bijective. In view of p˚q above, this implies that F is
a defectless extension of pKpT q, vgq if and only if FL is a defectless extension
of pLpT q, vL,gq, as announced.

Hence we may and do assume from now on that g P vpKˆq ‰ t0u (and that
K is still algebraically closed).
A.1.4. Some specialisations. — Let h P vpKˆq. Let us choose λ P K such
that vpλq “ h and let τ be the image of T {λ in the residue field k of pKpT q, vhq;
note that k “ respKqpτq, and that τ is transcendental over respKq. Let h´
and h` be elements of an abelian ordered group containing vpKˆq which
are infinitely close to b (with respect to vpKˆq), with h´ ă h ă h`. The
valuation vh´ , resp. vh` is the composition of vh and of the discrete valuation
u8, resp. u0, of k that corresponds to τ “ 8, resp. τ “ 0, and the extensions
of vh´ , resp. vh` , to F are compositions of extensions of vh and of extensions of
u8, resp. u0. Since pk, u0q and pk, u8q are defectless, we see that the following
are equivalent :

(i) F is a defectless extension of pKpT q, vh´q ;
(ii) F is a defectless extension of pKpT q, vhq ;
(iii) F is a defectless extension of pKpT q, vh`q.

In the same spirit, let θ be an element of an abelian ordered group con-
taining vpKˆq and larger than any element of vpKˆq. The valuation vθ is the
composition of the discrete valuation ω of KpT q corresponding to the closed
point T “ 0 and of the valuation of K. Since both pK, vq and pKpT q, ωq are
defectless, pKpT q, vθq is defectless; in particular, F is a defectless extension
of pKpT q, vθq.
A.1.5. The core of the proof. — Let X be an irreducible, smooth, projective
curve over K whose function field is isomorphic to F , and such that KpT q ãÑ F

is induced by a finite map f : X Ñ P1
K ; the latter induces a map pf : pX ÑyP1

K .
It follows from Riemann-Roch that there exists a line bundle L on X such
that the quotients s{t for s and t running through the set of non-zero global
sections of L generates KpXqˆ universally (see [HL16], 7.1; this is the key
input for the proof therein that pX is definable, and not merely pro-definable).
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We keep the notation h, λ, etc. from above. Let x be a preimage of vh in
pXpKq, and let β be a branch emanating from x above the branch pointing from
vh toward the point at infinity of P1pKq. The branch β corresponds to some
valuation uβ on the residue field respKpxqq lying over u8. The ramification in-
dex of uβ over u8 is then the largest integer N ą 0 (necessarily bounded above
by rF : KpT qs) for which there exists a function f P KpXqˆ “whose slope along
β is equal to ˘ 1

N ”; that is, it satisfies the equality valpfq “ ˘ 1
N valpT q on a

small enough section of β.
Let N be a non-zero integer with prime decomposition N “

ś

pnii . There
exists f P KpXqˆ with slope ˘1{N on a section of β if and only if there exists
for every i two non-zero sections s and t of L such that the denominator of
the slope of s{t along β is a multiple of pnii (note that the slope of such s{t
has a denominator bounded by rF : KpT qs and that it is uniformly bounded
since H0pX,L q is finite-dimensional).

It follows immediately that the set of points h P vpKˆq such that condition
(i) of A.1.4 is fulfilled is K-definable, and even universally K-definable; i.e.,
there exis a K-definable subset D of Γ such that for every model pL,wq of
ACVF containing K and every h P wpLˆq, the extension FL of pLpT q, wh´q is
defectless if and only if h P DpLq; this also means by equivalence (i) ðñ (iii) in
A.1.4 that the extension FL of pLpT q, whq is defectless if and only if h P DpLq.

By o-minimality, we can write D as a finite disjoint union of intervals (each
of them both open and closed in D) I1

š

. . .
š

Im with endpoints in vpKˆqY

t´8,`8u.
A.1.6. Study of Im. — Let pL,wq be a model of ACVF containing K and
such that wpLˆq contains an element θ larger than every element of wpKˆq.
By A.1.4, the extension F of pKpT q, vθq is defectless. By A.1.3, this implies
that the extension FL of pL,wθq is defectless. Therefore θ P DpLq. This implies
that m ě 1 and that the upper bound of Im is equal to `8.

The interval Im is thus of the form rb,´8q, pb,`8q or p´8,`8q. We will
exclude rb,´8q and pb,`8q, which will show that D “ Γ and in particular
that g P DpKq, meaning that F is a defectless extension of pKpT q, vgq.
A.1.7. End of the proof. — Assume that Im is equal to rb,´8q or pb,`8q
with b P vpKˆq. Choose a model pL,wq of ACVF containing K and such
that there exist elements b´ and b` as in A.1.4 in wpLˆq. We then have
b` P ImpLq, which means that the extension FL of pLpT q, vb`q is defectless.
By A.1.3 this implies that F is a defectless extension of pKpT q, vb`q as well.
By A.1.4 F is then a defectless extension of pKpT q, vbq; therefore b P DpKq
and Im “ rb,`8q. This implies the existence of c ă b such that Ij Ď p´8, cs
for every j ă m.

Since F is a defectless extension of pKpT q, vbq, by using again A.1.4 , we
see that F is a defectless extension of pKpT q, vb´q. By A.1.3, the extension FL
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of pLpT q, wb´q is defectless. Hence b´ P DpLq, but there is a contradiction
since D X pc, bq “ H.
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